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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Project Background 

 

1.1.1 This report was commissioned by the Parochial Church Council (PCC) of St. 

John and St. Mary, Devizes, to survey, record and assess the historical 

background of the building and grounds of the church of St. Mary the Virgin, 

Devizes, Wiltshire centered on NGR 400590, 161600. 

 

1.1.2 The historical research was carried out in line with the schedule of work dated 

09/05/2009 with alterations to timings and some sources. The building survey 

was undertaken by Matthew McMurray and Tim Tatton-Brown by 

photographic record, note taking and sketches. 

 

1.1.3 The site is located on the north eastern edge of the town centre. The site 

contains three listed structures, St. Mary’s church (Grade I)1 and both sets of 

gates leading to the churchyard, from New Park Street and Monday Market 

Street (Grade II)2, and lies within the Devizes conservation area3. It is a 

functioning Church of England church used for parish communion on a 

Tuesday evening, weddings and funerals.  The churchyard is now closed to 

burials. 

 

2 METHODS 

2.1 Aim 

 

2.1.1 The aim of the building assessment was to provide a full historical overview of 

the site and buildings from documentary evidence and the surviving historic 

building fabric. The prime requirement was to provide the PCC with a 

document which would give them a better understanding of the site and 

building as part of a consultation process for developing St. Mary's into a 

community resource. This report was researched with primary consideration to 

tracing physical changes to the site and building; although interesting events 

in the life of the church have been included. This report does not attempt to 

comment on the ecclesiastical life of the church. 

 

2.2  Introduction 

 

2.2.1 A desk-based study of readily available historic sources in the local area was 

undertaken to establish as far as possible the site and building’s history. This 

was then combined with a visual inspection of the fabric, as well as stylistic 

and dateable features within the church to achieve a full impression of how it 

may have developed. 

 

2.3 Listed Buildings 

 

2.3.1 Copies of the relevant statutory list entries were obtained from the Images of 

England website (www.imagesofengland.org.uk). These are reproduced in 

Appendix 1 (7) 

 

2.4 Cartographic Sources 

 

2.3.2 Surviving historic maps were consulted at the Wiltshire & Swindon Record 

Office (WSRO), Chippenham as well as from the author’s private collection. 

 

                                                             
1 IoE Number: 434341 
2 IoE Number: 434340 and 434343 
3 KDC 2005 
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2.5 Artistic and Photographic Sources 

 

2.3.3 Surviving paintings, drawings, engravings and photographs were consulted at 

the library of the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society (WAHNS) 

as well as numerous published sources. Where relevant these have been 

reproduced. 

 

2.6 Documentary Sources 

 

2.3.4 Research on the relevant primary and secondary sources was carried out in 

the following archives: 

 

Wiltshire & Swindon Record Office (WSRO) 

Diocesan Archive (housed at the WSRO) 

Library of the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society (WAHNS) 

St. John’s & St. Mary’s Parish Office 
Files of the churchwardens of St. Mary’s 

 

2.3.5 Churchwarden’s accounts survive for St. Mary’s from the year 1499-1971 

onward (with a gap 1501-1528 and a missing account book 1841-1901), but 

due to the difficult to read nature of the early handwriting it was not possible, 

in the time available, to examine in detail every years accounts, especially 

between 1501-1633. Also due to time limitations only expenditure and not 

income was exhaustively searched. Instead where secondary references had 

been found these were checked against the primary source and randomly 

selected years were examined for relevant information. After 1650 every 

year’s accounts were examined, however from the mid 18th century it 

becomes very difficult to identify expenditure on specific items or projects as 

only phrases such as ‘Paid Robert Wilkes Jun[io]r bill’ are entered. There are 

also a series of receipts from 1824-1845 which give very detailed information 

on works to the church. 

 

2.3.6 Some material was retrieved from the Devizes Gazette, pointed to by 

secondary sources. However, it seems clear from that material retrieved that 

a full search of this source would provide valuable additional evidence. 

 

2.3.7 Searches were also made of the Access 2 Archives database but no further 

relevant sources were discovered. 

 

2.7 Site Visits 

 

2.3.8 As a regular attendee of the church and resident of the town the author has 

visited the site and building on hundreds of occasions in the past. A visit 

specifically relating to this project was undertaken on 16th July 2009 to carry 

out the survey and photographic recording of the building. 

 

2.8 Data Gathering Time Breakdown 

 

2.7.1 Historical research: Four days at Wiltshire & Swindon Record Office. One and a 

half days at the Library of the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History 

Society. Three days Churchwarden and Parish Office papers. 
 

2.7.2 Building Survey: One day. 
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3 DEVIZES & CHURCHES 
 

3.1 Very Brief History of Devizes 

 

3.1.1 The town of Devizes is generally accepted to have grown up around the 

castle, perhaps built by Bishop Osmund4 (1078-10995). The castle was 

substantially rebuilt in stone around 11386, and by 1141 a town had grown 

below the castle walls and was called a ‘borough’7. 

 

3.1.2 The Churches of St. John and St. Mary are first documented in 1194, in the 

pipe rolls of Richard I, and are described as ‘ecc[les]ie’8. By 1309 both the Old 

and New Ports of the town (roughly equating to the parish of St. Mary and St. 

John respectively) were in existence, though by 1561 the latter “could still be 

described as no more than a street”9.  

 

3.1.3 By the late 13th century the castle had lost much of its defensive role10 and it is 

from this point that the town seems to have blossomed, with markets 

concentrated in the New Port by 137811. 

 

3.1.4 The subsequent wealth of Devizes was borne on the back of cloth production 

and in the 1420’s it had begun to rival Salisbury12, but by 1545 it had fallen 

back to 3rd behind Marlborough13. By the middle of the 17th century the town 

reached its peak and was described as “the best and biggest town for 

trading … in the county”14. 

 

3.1.5 The first turnpiking of the roads leading into the town from London, through 

Marlborough, occurred between 1706-7, and by the 1750’s “Devizes was 

approached by good roads on  every side”15 During the late 1720’s the 

Market Place, Corn Rails and Shambles were paved or pitched, part of a 

wave of efforts through the whole country by town and city authorities to 

improve and maintain their highways and public spaces in this period16. This 

was no doubt spurred on by the fact that Devizes was an important stop on 

the coaching route from London to Bath, and as such had a reputation to 

maintain. The 18th century also saw the transformation of Devizes into a 

‘Polite’ town with the Georgianisation of its timber framed buildings. 

 

3.1.6 The canal arrived in Devizes in 1810 and the railway in 185717, but by this time 

the cloth industry had died out in Devizes to be replaced by tobacco and 

brewing as the major industries. The late arrival of the railway to Devizes 

meant much industry had been lost to towns such as Trowbridge and 

Chippenham.  This however did not stop several large building projects in the 

town, notably the corn exchange (1857), Roman Catholic Church (1865)18 

and Wadworth’s Northgate Brewery (1885)19. The end of the 19th century also 

brought the first significant developments of houses outside the ancient 

borough. 

 

3.1.7 As well as the continued expansion of new housing on the fringes of town, the 

third quarter of the 20th century saw significant changes to the centre of 

                                                             
4 Pugh 2001, 36 
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_bishops_of_Salisbury (viewed 20/05/2009) 
6 Pugh 2001, 38 
7 ibid. 
8 PRS. 1891, 109 

9 Pugh 2001, 16 

10 ibid, 45 

11 ibid, 115 

12 ibid, 82 

13 ibid, 85 

14 ibid, 89 

15 ibid, 5 

16 Borsay, P. 2002, 69 

17 Pugh, 2001, 8 

18 ibid, 33 

19 http://www.wadworth.co.uk/history.html (viewed 20/05/2009) 
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Devizes. The slum clearances, carried out between 1957-1973, in New Park 

Street and Sheep Street saw the removal of 500 houses20 and several large 

car parks were built over what had been gardens. The railway station closed 

in 1966, a casualty of the Beeching cuts. The disused canal and Caen Hill 

locks were re-opened by HM The Queen in 1990. 

 

3.1.8 At the time of writing Devizes remains a busy market town with a population of 

c.13,300 (est. 2006)21. The majority of the population lives outside the ancient 

borough in modern housing estates stretching out toward Bishops Cannings 

along the London Road. The majority of industry is located here too on a 

modern industrial estate, with further industrial activity on the older sites in 

Nursteed Road. 

 

3.2 The Churches of Devizes 

 

3.2.1 As mentioned above (3.1.2) the first documentary evidence for the existence 

of churches in the borough of Devizes is 1194. These are the churches of St. 

John the Baptist and St. Mary the Virgin. 

 

3.2.2 The, church of St. James was possibly originally built in the 13th century22, but 

was a chapel within the Parish of Bishop’s Cannings23. 

 

3.2.3 St. Peters church (currently a traditional church of the CofE under the Bishop 

of Ebbsfleet) was built in 1866 and has always had a ritualistic bias24. 

 

3.2.4 The first papists in Devizes are recorded in 1767 and by 1861 there were twenty 

who worshipped at Chippenham25. Latterly meetings were held in a disused 

warehouse next to St. Mary’s Church on Monday Market Street and the 

church of our lady of the Immaculate conception, was built in St. Joseph’s 

Road in 1864-526. 

 

3.2.4 Devizes has a rich non-conformist history beginning with the Baptists who were 

congregating as early as 164627. The earliest proper Baptist chapel was that in 

Maryport Street erected in 178028, this would be followed in 1837 by the Salem 

Chapel, on New Park Street, and the current chapel on Sheep Street in 1858. 

This though was the culmination of a fusion of congregations with the 

Presbyterian chapel that had been sited next door. 

 

3.2.5 The Congregational chapel in Northgate Street was originally built in 1776 for 

Calvinistic Methodist worship but by the end of the 18th century the 

congregation had become Congregationalists29. 

 

3.2.6 The Quaker meeting house at 23 High Street was built in 170230 but Quaker 

meetings had probably started in the 1650’s31. 

 

3.2.7 St Andrew’s Methodist Church was built 1898. 

 

3.3 Site and Situation 

 

3.3.1 The earliest maps of Devizes, especially that by Edward Dore, illustrate ably the 

                                                             
20 Pugh 2001, 36 

21 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devizes (viewed 21/07/2009) 

22 ibid, 196 

23 ibid, 194 

24 ibid, 198 

25 ibid, 198 

26 ibid, 200 

27 ibid, 201 

28 ibid, 202 
29 ibid, 208-9 

30 IoE 435455 

31 Pugh 2001, 210 
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differences between the situation of St. John’s and St. Mary’s. 

 

3.3.2 Fossilised within the 18th century town plan it is easy to trace the original large 

oval church pale of St. John’s at the centre of which stands the church. This 

covered almost the entire southern section of the area inside the inner town 

ditch and must suggest that St. John’s was integral to the initial planning of the 

town. As the town expanded into the new port so parts of the church’s 

enclosure were given over to secular use, by the early 18th century the 

churchyard had reached its current size32. 
 

 

3.3.3 By comparison it would seem likely that St. Mary’s has always been sited on a 

small plot, though it was perhaps a little larger than we see it today (see 4.9.3), 

fitted into the pattern of plots lining the inside of the town ditch.  Most 

significantly though St. Mary’s occupies the highest point, of the natural land 

surface, in the town.  That it is ‘fitted in’ to the town plan, albeit in a prime 

location, suggests that unlike St. John’s it may have been part of a slightly later 

phase of planning of the town. 

 

 

4 ST. MARY THE VIRGIN 
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

4.1.1 The Churches of St. Mary and St. John, Devizes have an inextricably linked 

history, as it is reported that they have always been “a single cure under a 

single Rector, rector ecclesiarum loci, as he was called in 1322”33. This 

however did not prevent the two churches from having separate incomes 

and separate parish officers34.  There was a move made in 1906 by the Rector, 

J. G. Watson, to separate the parish of St, Mary but this was not successful [a 

full explanation of this is given in 4.11]35. 

 

4.1.2 It has always been presumed that St. John’s was originally the castle 

chapel, and “in very early times the garrison may have been large enough to 

fill it”36, and that St. Mary’s served the growing civilian settlement in the Old 

Port. This however seems unlikely, as it is known that there was a large 

chapel in the castle. It seems probable that both St. John’s and St. Mary’s 

were both built as  a  pair  in  the  period  1120-1135  by  Bishop  Roger  to  

serve  the  civilian populations of both parishes though with St. Mary’s the 

slightly younger of the two37. 

 

4.1.3 Indeed it is now the opinion of both Professor Roger Stalley (Trinity Dublin) and 

John McNeill, both eminent art historians with particular interest in the work of 

Bishop Roger of Salisbury, that both churches ought to be pre 1139. John 

McNeill believes that St. Mary’s is the “follower rather than the leader”, 

probably erected by the same masons but with a new mason having joined 

the team by the time of its construction, accounting for the differences. There 

are particular similarities between the north central vault capitol and similar 

work at Bishop Roger’s Old Sarum38. 

 

4.1.4 The Parish of St. John is first described in 122739, but “in 13th century inquisitions 

St. Mary’s is usually named before St. John’s, but from the 14th century the 

                                                             
32 See early map. 

33 Pugh, 2001, 173 

34 Pugh, 2001, 173 

35 WSRO 189/5 

36 Pugh, 2001, 173 

37 Tim Tatton-Brown. 2009, 1 

38 Information from letters dated 2nd September 2009 from John McNeill and Professor Roger Stalley to Tim 

Tatton-Brown 

39 ibid, 172 
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order is reversed”40.  In 1400 the expression ‘the church of St. John with St, 

Mary annexed’ was first used, which Pugh says fairly represents the 

subsequent relationship of the two churches, and by 1839 this became the 

official designation of the cure41. In 1312 the parishes formed part of an 

episcopal peculiar42 and remained such until the abolition of peculiars43 in 

1845. 

 

4.1.5 Since 1226-8 the crown has been the patron of the cure, except during the 

currency of limited grants of the castle and castle estate44.  Exercised at 

various times by the Queen consort through the 14th-16th century and more 

recently (from 1833) by the Lord Chancellor45.  During the interregnum in the 

17th century the Corporation was given the possession of the churches46. 

 

4.2 Early History 

 

4.1.6 The first documentary reference to the churches of Devizes is in 1194 when 

they are listed in the pipe rolls of Richard I described as ‘ecc[les]ie’47.  Many, 

including Edward Kite in his 1855 paper ‘The Churches of Devizes’, have 

suggested that St. John’s was built by Bishop Roger Poore at the same time as 

he rebuilt the castle in stone c. 1138 and that St. Mary’s was roughly 

contemporary48.  However he later confusingly says that it was erected at 

“rather a later date than St. John’s”49.  Interpretation of St. John’s in 188150 and 

197151 came to the conclusion that the original parts of that church (and by 

comparison St. Mary’s) probably date from the later 12th century, although as 

commented above (4.1.2/3) the earlier date is probably correct. 

 

4.1.7 Other than the churches existed, historically, little is known past what the 

parishes were valued at52 and that from the 13th century St. Mary’s held a 

number of properties within the town53, from which it must have drawn its 

income. 

 

4.1.8 Physical evidence, uncovered as part of this study has enabled a better 

understanding of the early development of the church building in the period 

before records begin in 1499 (a copy of the report compiled by Salisbury 

Cathedral Archaeologist Tim Tatton-Brown is available separately). Figure 1 is 

a tentative phase plan based on the findings of this study, but unless or until 

further, more detailed, work is carried out it should not be taken as 

definitive. 

 

4.1.9 The chancel is the only in situ piece of the original Bishop Roger church to 

survive. The original 12th century nave (above ground at least) completely 

removed by William Smyth’s new nave of c.1436, although a significant 

amount of the original 12th century stone has been incorporated into the 

extant 15th century fabric. As we shall see below (4.6.9 – 4.6.11), the chancel 

suffered rebuilding in the early 19th century, especially to the interior. However 

                                                             
40 Ibid, 173 
41 ibid. 
42 “A peculiar or exempt jurisdiction is, broadly speaking, one which does not fit into the general scheme of jurisdiction within the 
Church. It is “exempt” from the “normal” structures, its jurisdiction is “peculiar” to itself.  It is important at this stage to note that 
peculiars are jurisdictions, not places, still less buildings.  A jurisdiction can be personal, territorial, or a mixture of the two. 
However, since the reformation, most jurisdictions in the Church of England have been largely territorial, hence the convention of 
referring to them as places.” (http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=1983960) Viewed 
21/05/2009. 
43 Pugh, 2001, 174 
44 ibid, 173 
45 Kite, E. 1855, 331 
46 Pugh, 2001, 174 
47 PRS 1891, 109 
48 Kite, E. 1855, 213-216 
49 ibid, 237 
50 Brock, L, 1881, 123 
51 Stalley, R.A. 1971, 81-3 
52 See Pugh, 2001, 174 
53 WSRO 189/34 
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many indications remain of earlier changes and absence of evidence also 

allows us to make some assumptions about the original scheme. These are 

laid out, as far as possible in sequence below. 

 

4.1.10 It seems most likely that each bay of the chancel was originally lit by a single 

small round headed window, at the centre of the bay, above the moulded 

string course. No trace can now be seen of these windows removed by the 

insertion of the present windows in the 15th century.  It also seems possible that 

a similar window was also once present on the east gable, though it is 

interesting to note that the string course on the east gable has no bead 

moulding. 

 

4.2.5 The chancel was probably originally served by 2 doors, one on the south, the 

scars of which can easily be seen in the chancel stonework (figure 2) and one 

on the north.  The latter was identified through study of Buckler’s watercolour 

of the church from the north east (figure 3). The identification of this doorway 

along with the anecdotal evidence quoted from the Rev. Dr Burgess in 1881 

suggests that there may have been a 12th century vestry on this side of the 

chancel.  Dr Burgess is quoted as saying “I am told by one of my 

churchwardens that some years since foundations were discovered leading 

north-east across from the chancel to the buildings adjoining the churchyard, 

which were considered to be either the site of an old Church or Chapel”54.  It 

would seem logical to assume that these were found in either the 1839 

excavations (4.9.15) or those in 1854 when the current blue brick lined gullies 

were created, as they extend below the original 12th century ground surface. 

 

4.2.6 Whilst no visible trace remains of the original 12th century nave, it is possible 

that it had an arcade and therefore an aisle on the south side, either from its 

inception or later in the 12th century. A pilaster buttress at the junction of the 

chancel and the south aisle, in what appears to be 12th century block work, 

gives possible evidence for this (Figure 4). 
 

4.2.7 By the 13th century the south porch had been added, and incorporated the 

12th century chevron arch which most probably was removed from the 

original south doorway.  The inner order is typical of the 13th century with its 

truncated columns with fluted terminals (figure 5).  The eastern junction of the 

porch and aisle show signs of earlier trapped masonry (figure 6&7) and that in 

the east wall of the porch may indicate an earlier 12th century (possibly 

shallower) porch was present.  The elongated blocks in the section 

incorporated into the south wall suggest they were perhaps part of a 13th 

century aisle. 

 

4.2.8 It would also seem likely that the north aisle was also present, or constructed, 

in the 13th century evidenced through phasing of the stonework. This is 

particularly evident on the second bay from the west where there are at least 

four phases of construction (figure 8), but also early phases can be identified 

in the eastern most bay. Much has also been made of the greater thickness 

of the east wall of the north aisle (figure 9), by Edward kite and others. The 

lower section is certainly distinctly different in its construction from the rest of 

the aisle with its two plinths and may represent part of the earlier (possibly 13th 

or even 12th century) phase of this aisle mentioned above. However it seems 

most likely that above the plinth level the 12th century block work is reused55 as 

in many other parts of the later church. 

 

4.2.9 Tentatively dated to the 13th or 14th century56 two small window openings with 

pointed arches were cut into the western bay of the chancel, infilled and 

truncated when the 15th century lights were inserted. That on the south side 

(figure 10) retains half of one of its lintel stones and sill and is well defined, that 

on the north identified through only a small section of infill and straight joints 

                                                             
54 Brock, L. 1881, 124 
55 Tatton-Brown, T. 2009, 3 
56 ibid. 5 
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(figure 11). 

 

4.2.10 Without a dendrochronology date it is impossible to be completely precise, 

but in the 13th century the roof of the chancel was replaced and the roofline 

heightened. Externally this is evidenced by two clear straight joints in the 

stonework of the east gable (figure 12). Internally it is remarkably shown by a 

fossilised early roof truss (figure 13), the struts of which sit upon the top of the 

original gable. This collared truss with mortice and tenon joints and slender 

construction probably dates from the 13th century. The roof of the refectory of 

Bushmead Priory, Bedfordshire is, in part, almost identical in its construction 

and is carbon dated to 128057. This new 13th century roof appears to have 

extended over the west chancel wall, evidenced by a scar in the 

passageway to the chamber above the chancel (figure 14). This would mean 

that the nave roof must have been continuous with or lower than that of the 

chancel a very unusual arrangement, as nave roofs are almost always higher 

than that of the chancel! The roof scar is not visible on the western side of the 

passage, erased by the rebuilding/refacing of the wall in the 15th century 

works. The small round headed light in the upper part of the east gable is also 

probably part of this work and not part of the original 12th century 

arrangement. Internally the window can be seen to be a later insertion, 

especially as there is a very worn 12th century decorated block used in the 

construction of the window opening (figure 15). It therefore seems possible 

that the change in the height of the chancel roof may coincide with the 

construction of the south porch. 
 

4.2.11 It seems relatively clear that the north aisle was substantially rebuilt in the 14th 

century and that the majority of the present walling is of this date. The 14th 

century walling is marked in red on figure 8. It would also seem that the west 

wall and window of the south aisle (figure 16) is also substantially of this date. 

In the second bay from the east of the north aisle are two vertical scars below 

the window opening (figure 17). They suggest that before the window was 

inserted there was a doorway in this bay. While one would normally expect 

any north door to be directly opposite that on the south this appears not to 

have been the case here. 

 

4.2.12 The most substantial, easily datable, changes to happen to the church before 

detailed records begin are those relating to William Smyth who is 

commemorated in the inscription on the roof timbers58 (figure 17a)which reads 

as follows 

 

Orate pro aia Willi smyth qui ista eccliam fieri fecit qui obiit primo die 

mensis inuii ano dni millo cccc xxxvi 

 

Pray for the soul of William Smyth who caused this church to be built: and who died 
on the first day of the month of June, Anno Domini 143659

 

 

4.2.13 Of William Smyth very few records have been found in the past and no 

additional sources could be tracked down as part of this study.  It is 

suggested that he was connected with the wool trade, evidenced 

through the inclusion of the merchant’s mark upon his seal, but whether 

this was as a merchant of the staple, or a manufacturer of cloth is 

unknown60.  Edward Kite in a footnote to his 1855 paper suggests the 

following: “The name Roger le Smyth occurs in a deed of 1347.  This may 

possibly have been an ancestor, and Robert Smyth, who was Mayor of 

Devizes in 1420, a brother of William Smyth.  William’s son, Thomas, was a 

chantry priest [at St. Mary’s], and together with his father, bequeathed the 

annual rent arising from two houses in Devizes, towards the maintenance 

                                                             
57 D.F. Stenning and D.D. Andrews ed. 2002. 'Regional Variation in Timber-framed Building in England and Wales down to 1550' 
58 In 1855 this lettering was inscribed in black paint (Kite, 1855, 239) and it must be assumed that they were painted white by Dr. 
Hart-Burgess. 
59 Kite, 1855, 239 
60 Kite, 1912, 198 
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of an obit, three Sepulchre tapers and the Font taper, in this church.  At a 

later date (1474) John Smyth was instituted to the Rectory of Devizes, and 

in 1546 another individual of the same name occupied two tenements 

and gardens belonging to a chantry founded by William Coventre in the 

church of St. Mary61.” 

 

4.2.14 While it is possible to identify some of the different phases of 15th century 

work, it is very difficult to say at present with confidence in which order 

they occurred. The nave, tower and aisles are treated as separate 

projects here as this appears to be the way in which they were 

constructed, even if they do seem (with the exception of the south aisle) 

to form one overall scheme of work. 

 

4.2.15 It would seem logical to suggest that the existing nave was first dismantled 

and the new nave arcade and clerestory erected along with the 

panelled arch to the chancel. The roof must have been placed on no 

earlier than the second half of 1436 and most probably substantially 

afterward.  Inspection of the masonry breaks as part of the survey work 

shows that the tower appears to be of the same scheme, built, at least up 

to its second stage, in tandem (although not as a whole) with the nave. 

That the tower and nave are not neatly jointed together to create a 

whole may suggest that separate teams of masons worked on the 

different parts62. 

 

4.2.16 Next, probably followed the rebuilding of the upper sections of the north 

aisle wall and buttresses and the addition of the parapet, which matches 

that on the nave and tower. This work involved the removal and blocking 

up of the possible north doorway and the insertion of the present 15th 

century windows in all 7 bays. The fact that this aisle reuses much of the 

previous structure may perhaps suggest that these changes were not paid 

for by William Smyth. All of his work is completely new (if substantially re- 

using the stone from the demolished nave) and it may be suggested that 

the north aisle was paid for by the rest of the congregation as part of 

Smyth’s scheme. 

 

4.2.17 Perhaps at the same time, or shortly afterward, the third stage of the tower 

was completed. While looking of a piece with the rest of the tower the 

third stage, does not appear to be so carefully constructed. This is 

especially evident at the junction of the tower walls with the buttresses 

where the coursing (unlike on the stages below) does not match (figure 

18). It may suggest therefore that there was a hiatus in building works at 

this point63 and that a new team of masons were employed to finish the 

final stage. Evidence for the hanging of the bells in 1499-1500 (4.4.1) 

suggests that this final stage of the tower may have been the final stage of 

the 15th century building works, completed at the very end of the 15th 

century. 

 

4.2.18 The use of the same windows, larger block work and a 15th century style 

moulded plinth suggests that the south aisle was completely rebuilt in the 

15th century (save as mentioned above for the west wall).  However, it 

does not seem to fit in with the rest of the scheme of works, most notably 

because of the difference in the crenellations which are of a much simpler 

style to those on the rest of the church.  That it was completely rebuilt, 

unlike the north aisle, is also perhaps an indication that it may have stood 

apart in some way from the north aisle work.  Tim Tatton-Brown has 

suggested that this aisle and the alterations to the porch may have been 

paid for by John Coventry, who had a chantry at the east end of the 

                                                             
61 ibid. 
62 Tatton-Brown, T. 2009, 3 
63 Tatton-Brown, T. 2009, 3 
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aisle64.  It may be that he wanted (as far as possible) to differentiate his 

work from that of Smyth thus the different crenellations. 

 

4.2.19 Indeed, while being superficially similar, the roofs of both aisles show a 

significant number of differences in their construction and decoration. 

This is particularly the case with the style of the carved bosses that are 

subtly different on the north and south sides. This seems to lend further 

weight to the theory that they were constructed at different times. 

 

4.2.20 Part of this work was the raising of the porch roof and the addition 

of the stair turret.  The steep profile of the original 13th century roofline 

can be seen fossilised in the gable (figure 19) with the use of large 15th 

century blocks above.  There are also a number of pieces of moulded 

stone used in the upper east elevation of the porch (figure 6), which 

match closely with those used for the string course of the chancel. 

 

Changes in and After 1499. 

 

4.3 The clock 

 

4.3.1 Expenditure on the churchwarden’s accounts show that there has been a 

clock at St. Mary’s since at least the end of the 15th century. The first 

mention of the clock is in the churchwarden’s account for 1499 where 

there is a list, entitled “repaaous of the clocke”. 

 

It Pd To John Chanler for the socket of the clocke iij d 

It for mendyng of the said clocke at.y.tymys xx d 

 

It for a locke paid to Roberd Lokyar x d 

For tymbir for workemaship 

And for keys at church style 
 

It for . y . menyd ta??~ for paryng of the churchs Aleid xj d 

It for the makyng of a nut to the clocke payd to Roberd Lokyar       xij d 

It for makying [lost] clock[lost] the hole to Roberd Lokyer xij 

It for a nut made by the meanys of John Chandeler xiiij d 

 

4.3.2 The following year, 1500, there is further expenditure entitled “Itim for costs 

to the bells & to y clocke”65. 

 

It pd to Thomas Clerke for settyng up of the clocke vj d 

It for a rope to the chyme xvj d 

It for a liat rope to ye same chyme ij d 

 

4.3.3 The next known expenditure on the clock was in 1557 where money is paid for 

“wyer about the clock j d66.  It seems likely that the clock was installed new 

when the tower was built.  That the clock was not of late 14th century as the 

clocks at Wells, Salisbury, Ottery St. Mary and Wimbourne seems supported by 

the making of replacement nuts in 1499 which by the late 14th century had not 

been invented67. 

 

4.3.4 In 1636/7 John Bennett was paid 6d for “amending of the Clocke” and later 

on the same account page John Burroughes the smith was paid for the 

“…mending of one of the hammers of the Chimes”68.  As the 1499 clock only 

seems to have had one bell ‘chime’ this would suggest that sometime in the 

intervening period the clock had either been replaced or altered to allow it to 

                                                             
64 ibid. 
65 WSRO 189/1, 1500 
66 Kite 1855, 315 
67 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salisbury_cathedral_clock (viewed 05/06/09) 
68 WSRO 189/2 p12 
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play a tune. 

 

4.3.5 In 1697/8 as part of a wider scheme of works the clock and chimes 

were replaced, supplied by Stephen Hillman at a cost of £16. There is also 

expenditure on a watch that year and it may be that this was to allow the 

sexton to regulate the time of the tower clock more accurately. It would also 

seem possible that it was at this point that the clock was given a dial.  One 

was certainly present by 17th  July 1723 as it is shown in William Stukeley’s 

depiction of the church in his prospect69. 

 

4.3.6 The next significant work done in relation to the clock was in 1761 when on the 

13th may new wires were installed for the chimes and the bells were tuned70.   

The following year on 3rd July 1762 J[o]no[than] Gamble was paid 5s for “New 

doing the Dial”71 and a “weight for the Chimes” was bought for 6d72. 

 

4.3.7 Over the next 50 years the clock and chimes just receive general 

maintenance. Daniel Gingel was paid 5s 2d for “keeping the Chimes in order” 

on April 21st 176673, for “repairing the clock & beer 2s 6d” the following 

November 5th74, and “looking after the Chimes 5s” July 26th 1768. In 1777 a 

relatively significant amount is spent on repainting and gilding the dials by two 

men on 20th September “to Jno Phillips for Paint and Guild ye clock Dial &c. £3 

6s 6d” and “to Mr Taylor for Paint and Guild Clock Dial &c. £2 2s –“75. The 

same year Daniel Gingel was again paid for “mendy Chimes 8s 6d”7676, 5th 

Sept 1778 “looking after ye Chimes” 13th August 1779 “looking after ye 

Chimes”, 17th August “Ben Sloper for Clock Lines &c 19s 9d” 

 

4.3.8 At the very end of the century in 1798 expenses were paid on June 4 for 

“taking down and putting up dial £1 2s 6d”77.77 It is unknown whether they 

simply removed the dial and replaced the same or whether this was a new 

dial, although for the latter there is no accounted expenditure. This dial can 

be seen in Buckler’s watercolour of 1805 (figure 20) and is the same diamond 

shape as that shown by Stukeley. This work co-insides, in September with the 

settling of Mr Oakford’s bill of £43 4s 6d. Charles Oakford was a builder 

resident at Calne Without who undertook work at Bowood House between 

1770-177578 and it seems likely that the removal of the clock dial was pursuant 

with substantial works to the tower. 

 

4.3.9 The next piece of evidence for the development of the clock is in 1824. A 

receipt survives dated 25 April 1824 “Received of Mr Crook [Churchwarden] 

the sum of £2 being the charge for Gas to the 24 day of June next for the use 

of the clock J. H. Knight Clerk to the Committee”79. This payment, and any 

possible previous and prior payments for gas, is not traceable through the 

churchwarden’s accounts as this seems to have been accounted for under 

the bill that the two churchwarden’s submitted every year. The gas works in 

Devizes was not opened until 182780 and as such this poses an interesting 

question as to the origins of the gas used to light the clock. 

 

4.3.10 Between August 1831 and June 1832 the clock underwent a major 

refurbishment as part of more extensive works to the interior of the tower. First 

William Kitchen [painter] erected “poles and ladders”81 and helped by William 

                                                             
69 WANHS, DZSWS:1983.3358 
70 WSRO 543/4 1761 
71

 ibid. 1762 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid. 1766 
74 Ibid. 1767 
75 WSRO 543/5,  1777 
76 ibid. 
77 Ibid. 1798 
78 Slocombe, P. 1996. 67 
79 WSRO 189/3 (1of 2) Devizes Gas Committee 1824 
80 Pugh 2001, 167 
81 WSRO 189/3 1of2 William Kitchen voucher 15th May 1832 
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Ellen82  [mason and sexton]. Then over the following two days the old clock 

face was taken down by William Romain [carpenter] and his men83 and 

William Kitchen carried out “Painting face of clock & back of do Marking out 

face 8s”84. On the 17th William Hill [glazier] invoiced for “ 19lb solder 9d lb 14s 

3d, coal 1s, 1 ¾ Day Work & Aptce Clock face 8s 9d”85.  As there are no 

charges for the glass it would seem that he was just repairing the frame. 

Thomas White cleaned and repaired the hands on the 27th86.  Between 

October 14-17, after new floor had been laid, a new stand for the clock was 

made from 30 feet of 4” x 4” oak87.  New gas pipes were fitted through 

December88 and on January 12th both old and new clock faces were brought 

from the Wharf to the church89, and probably fitted between 25-26th, each 

secured with 4 iron screws and plates90.  The work to the movement was 

undertaken, probably in April, by John Stratton who supplied “new wheels” 

and a “new quarter part” [allowing it to strike the quarters] as well as repairs to 

the existing movement.  He also supplied a new minute hand [presumably for 

the old dial], a new dial, and all of the parts to make that function91.  This new 

south dial of 1832 can be seen in a late 19th century photograph of the church 

(figure 21).  In all John Stratton’s bill was £65 10s 0d92, and the total cost 

probably exceeded £100. 

 

4.3.11 We know that the ‘old dial’ was most probably glazed and that it was lit by 

gas from at least 1824 but there are no specific account entries for its 

construction and erection. It seems most likely that the gas lit face was put up 

as part of the “repairs, alterations and improvements in and about the 

church” undertaken in 1806 and which over £250 was still outstanding by 

January 180793.  In December 1832, July & October 183594 Dec 183695 183896 

January 184097 and February 184598 William Hill replaced glass in the clock 

face at the not inconsiderable sum of 8s per square. Given that most of these 

replacements occurred in the winter it seems logical to assume that the 

failures happened due to thermal failure, though the clock faces would have 

provided tempting targets for any young boy with a slingshot. 

 

4.3.12 The first description of the clock and dials is from the 1841 inventory where it is 

listed in the contents of the tower “1 30-hour clock, lead weights and 2 glass 

faced-covers”99 

 

4.3.13 After this it is not until 1921 that we have any further evidence for changes. 

On Monday 21st February 1921 the Mayor, J.F. King, chairing a sub-committee 

of the town council resolved to set up to committees, one to give expert 

advice and the other to look after the finances. It was also decided to issue 

and appeal to the public which appeared in the Gazette on 24th February100. 

The appeal read " 
 

"The following letter is of course intended as an appeal to all the inhabitants of Devizes 
and District:- 
Dear Sir, - At a Public Meeting held at the Town Hall, Devizes, it was resolved that the 
town is in need of a new Clock in St. Mary's Church Tower, the present one being worn 

                                                             
82 WSRO 189/3 1of2 William Ellen voucher 1831/2 
83 WSRO 189/3 1of2 William Romain voucher 1831/2 
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87 WSRO 189/3 1of2 William Romain voucher 1831/2 
88 WSRO 189/3 1of2 William Ellen (sexton) voucher 1831/2 
89 WSRO 189/3 1of2 William Romain voucher 1831/2 
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out and beyond repair. 
A Committee of Experts estimate the cost at approximately £400. As you doubtles 
recognise the value of an illuminated clock in so prominent a position, will you help us 
by contributing to this public object? 
Donations will be thankfully received by the undersigned, and your early reply will be 
esteemed a favour, to enable the work to be proceeded with at once. Yours  truly. 

J.F. King, Mayor 
H.J.Bennett, Treasurer Lloyd' Bank 
H. Brownlee West Hon. Sec., "Avalon," 
Devizes. Devize; Feb., 1921"

101
 

 

As well as public subscriptions the local groups contributed to the fund with 

the Musical Association putting on a production of Trial by Jury which 

contributed £14 4s 6d102. 

On Monday 13th June the mechanism was dismantled and sold to Mr James 

Pitt for scrap103, and on August 25th it was reported that: "The workmen are 

busy taking out the old dials … to make room for their opal successors"104 

(figure 22). The new clock was set going on Wednesday 7th September and 

dedicated by the Archdeacon of Dorset at Harvest Festival 9th   October 

1921105.  The total cost of the project came to £303 0s 1d, the appeal fell short 

by £2 6s 7d but the deficit was met by Mr Bartholomew.  The clock (figure 23) 

was supplied by Messrs John Smith and Sons of Derby at the cost of £250, the 

remainder spent on various trades works to accommodate the new clock106. 

 

4.3.14 By October 1984 the clock had stopped working and was in need of major 

repair107.  Quotes were taken in for the repairs and for the automated winding 

of the clock and it was agreed at the 28th October PCC meeting that a public 

appeal would be launched to raise the required £3,000108. By the time the 

appeal closed on 9th October 1985 it had raised £2,919.75109.  The faculty for 

the work was received in April 1985 and the work carried out by Gillett & 

Johnson (Croydon) Ltd.  Before the faculty was granted however the 

Chancellor made the following comment: “ …What are the circumstances 

which justify this very large expenditure on mechanical things in preference to 

pastoral things in today’s climate in the church of England”110.  It would 

appear that the two parishioners who climbed the tower twice a week to 

wind the clock were no longer able to do so and that new volunteers were 

not forthcoming111. 
 

4.3.15 Finally the last major change to occur was in 2002. A letter from the Cumbria 

Clock Company dated 20th January 2002 reported that “Both dials are in a 

very poor condition and in my opinion in danger of falling apart, and 

therefore hazardous to people passing through the churchyard”112.  The dials 

were 7 feet in diameter fabricated from copper with soldered joints and 

glazed from behind113 although many of the panes had been replaced by 

acrylic by this time114.  £12,500 pounds was quoted for the replacement of the 

dials115 and due to the cost it was decided (at the suggestion of Chris Romain, 

Architect)116 to replace the dials in non-illuminated glass fibre with black 

ground and gold lettering117 only costing £7,940118. The faculty for the new 

work was approved on 8th August 2002 but with the condition that “the hour 
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and minute shafts are shortened and the motion mechanism adjusted to 

enable the new faces to be fixed directly to the wall”119.  The work was 

completed 2003 and the original hands retained, the new dials are shown in 

figure 24120. 

 

4.4 The Tower 

 

4.4.1 The third stage of the tower, as mentioned in 4.2.17 above, may have been 

the final phase of the 15th century building work.  Accounts for the year 

1499/1500 suggest that not all of the bells had yet been placed in the tower. 

Expenditure seems to have been made in 1499 “for trussing of ij bells that is to 

saye the litill bell and the gret bell to Edward carpynter to John Smart ij s iij 

d”121 which must surely be a wooden bell frame.  There is also expenditure for 

"ij socketts to the bells Xviij d" and "It[em] for hanyng up of soude and for ij 

mennys laburs iiij d" This is followed by payment the next year “for taking 

downe of the fore bell and the thuyde bell vi d”122, which appear to have 

been taken to a founder, perhaps at Sharstone. Payments are made for 

fitting up a bell as well as for forging clappers for the 4th and great bells, 

making a wheel for the gret bell and trussing up the "secunde" and "thurd" 

and "iiijth" bells123.   One entry may hold particular significance 

 

"It delyiyd to Garry Marshall by the handes of William Smyth when the bell were brourt 

home Xiiij s iiij d" 

 

We can probably assume that these two years of expenditure on the bells is 

for the first set of bell to be fitted in the tower, especially as no payments to 

bell ringers appear in these accounts. If this were the case it would suggest 

that William Smyth left provision as part of his legacy money for the installation 

of the bells and would also suggest that his legacy may have paid for the 

construction of the tower as well as the nave. 

 

4.4.2 Little information has been able to be extracted for the period 1501-1630 (see 

2.6.2). We know that work must have been undertaken in the bell loft as there 

are several expenditures on nails in the mid 16th century both for the "frame of 

the bells"124, "loft" and "stops of the loft windows"125.  These however do not 

seem to have been particularly extensive repairs and were probably the result 

of water ingress. 
 

4.4.3 The next significant work on the tower seems to have been undertaken in the 

1620s and 30s. Much of the work over the next century or so was undertaken 

by Ambrose Zealy a carpenter (and general builder) and his son and 

probably grandson, all called Ambrose. The first record found of his work is for 

mending the ringing loft in 1624. The same year he was also paid "For a horse 

hire to see the pinacles of the church viij d" and "For working the pinacles in 

part payment ij li ij s"126 though it is unclear whether this is for those on the 

tower. 

 

4.4.4 The most significant work seems to have been undertaken in the years 1637-9 

when the west window was remodelled probably to allow for the insertion of a 

gallery127.  The old window was removed and the iron bars sold to Walter 

Eades for which he paid 9s 9d and to the churchwardens for Stert who paid 6s 

9d128, and 800 bricks were purchased "to amend the west window"129, (the 
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result of which is depicted in John Buckler’s painting of 1805 figure 20). 

Richard West (a painter and mason) was also paid for work on the window. 

The payment the following year to Christopher Huller for "A greate Stone to 

laye in the Foundacon of the tower of the church j [s] vj [d]" suggests that the 

alterations may have had a detrimental effect on the stability of the tower 

(which we will return to later).  We must assume that during these works the 

bells were removed as in 1639 William Bush was paid to make new bell frames 

for which £8 1s 8d was "layd out toward payment"130. 

 

4.4.5 In 1697 two doorways were cut in the tower, with a bill for “Lyme and 

workmanship in cutting the 2 dores in the Tower 16s131 to allow access to the 

new gallery which had just been erected. The latter is testified to by the 

expenditure "For beere for the workmen when the Gallery was made" and a 

substantial bill to Ambrose Zealy of £9 4s 11d. There are in total three blocked 

doorways in the south wall of the tower that led to the turret stair. That at the 

bottom is the original 15th century doorway (figure 25) with its carved stops on 

the jambs. The current door is early 18th century but the throw bolt is probably 

from the late 18th century, the scar from the escutcheon on the right hand side 

of the lock rail suggests that it once opened on the opposite side. The 

doorway directly above it, barely visible inside the church, shown figure 26 & 

27 (likely blocked in 1877), is probably one of the doorways cut in 1697 the 

other that on the outside of the tower turret, which at the time of writing gives 

access to the tower. These outside doors are almost always later insertions as 

before the reformation bell ringers were an integral part of the service and 

would have processed through the body of the church132.  The third (figure 26 

& 28) was probably blocked in either 1697 or 1706 when the extension to the 

gallery was made (see 4.5.11)133. 1705 Ambrose Zealy was "pd for mending 

the pinacle and tower windows 15s"134. 

 

4.4.6 1719 saw payment made to John Powell for "cutting out the windows under 

the bellfory and mending the pavem[en]t and for mortar 7s 6d"135 and in 1724 

for "work about the tower 1s"136 

 

4.4.7 1742 "pd for mending the Treble and Tower Door by Rect 6s 6d"137  1755 "pd for 

beer when mending the Tower 11s 10d" and "Pd William Lewis for helping at 

the Tower 1s"138, though it is impossible to ascertain the nature of the work 

undertaken.  In 1760 a new weather cock was bought for £2 12s 6d139 and 

probably replaced that which is now affixed to the wall in the tower, the 

former is probably that shown on top of the flagpole in 1805. The following 

year 1761 the tower was re-pointed by Jonathan Powell140. 

 

4.4.8 As has already been mentioned in 4.3.8, Mr Oakford undertook substantial 

work to the tower in 1798.  This seems to be the most logical date for the 

addition of the small lead covered steeple in the centre of the tower roof.  It 

is not shown in either William Stukeley’s depiction of 1723 or that by Dore in 

1759 (figure 28a), but is shown by Buckler in 1805 (figure 20). 

 

4.4.8 It is clear that in 1806 "repair, alteration and improvement" works were done to 

the church, though it is impossible to say exactly what these were, we know 

that over £250 was "due and owing from the Churchwardens" and that they 

did not have the means of "discharging or even reducing the debt"141.  As 
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mentioned in 4.3.11 it seems likely that the new gas lit clock dial was fitted to 

the west side of the tower at this time and work would have been needed to 

accommodate this and the gas supply. 

 

4.4.9 Twenty five years later in 1831 substantial work was carried out on the tower in 

preparation for the refitting of the clock and the insertion of a new clock face. 

During August William Romain and his men removed the floor of the clock 

room and laid new oak joists and deal floorboards. Through November and 

December the Sexton William Ellen made repairs to the leads and cut the 

holes for the new gas pipe. Then through January and February he was 

probably working on cutting out the window, on the south side of the tower, 

to accommodate the new clock face (figure 29). All his work was concluded 

on 10th February when he spent one day "cleaning & Brushing up"142. 

 

4.4.10 April 1834 William Kitchen "Painting Ornament in Belfry Cealing 10s" "Cleaning 

& Painting Window in imitation of Stained Glass" £2 5s 0d143.  

 

4.4.11 December 1939, William Ellen worked, and set, two  stones to belfry 

windows144. 

 

4.4.12 October 14th 1843 "to fixing Stone to Tower Window with pigon hols 6s"145 

 

4.4.13 The major restoration work that was undertaken in 1854 saw the removal of 

the substantial galleries (read more in 4.5.24). That under the tower was 

replaced by an organ gallery which held the newly commissioned organ from 

Sweetland & Co. 

 

4.4.14 In 1877 the organ was removed from its position under the tower and placed 

at the east end of the north aisle, the gallery removed and the stair turret door 

to it blocked (see 4.4.5 & fig 27). The Rev. Burgess raised money for "filling the 

west window with stained glass" which had previously been of clear glass146. 

This glass is still present (figure 30). 

 

4.4.15 Sometime after it would appear that "important work was done in the way of 

concreting round, but not under the foundations"147. 

 

4.4.16 At the vestry meeting of the 7th April 1896 it was proposed that the feeoffes 

"be requested to consider the importance of having without loss of time the 

opinion of a first rate architect in the state of the Tower of St. Mary' Church"148. 

It would appear that gaping cracks had appeared in the walls as well as 

loose stones and that the tower made "violent oscillations when the bells were 

being rung"149. C.E. Ponting the Diocesan architect prepared a report which 

called for "a tightening up … of the foundations and superstructure"150. Work 

was commenced in July 1897 and the church was closed for 28 Sundays, "but 

the Parishioners … found a hospitable welcome in the sister church of St. 

John"151. The work done involved taking out of the defective stone and the 

building up of the crack "which ran perpendicularly from the top of the west 

door to the full height of the tower. Exteriorly this work involved the removal of 

the west window, the original stonework of which was replaced though some 

of the mullions had to be renewed (the stained glass was also carefully 

removed and replaced). "At the top of the tower some of the battlements, 

pinnacles, and gargoyles were renewed, or partially so and at the clock stage 

the work was made complete by re-gilding and renovating the faces of the 
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clock"152. The foundation of the tower had been laid not on the solid rock, but 

on boulders and concrete was introduced to take the foundation down to 

the solid rock. This was also done at the intersection of the tower and nave 

arcading which had also subsided causing a crack above the tower arch, 

which was also repaired. The opportunity was also taken to replace the oak 

bell frame with a modern iron construction, by Messer. Warner153.  Renovations 

of a more superficial nature were also undertaken at the same time. The 

wooden floor beneath the tower (presumably destroyed when removed to 

undertake the underpinning) was replaced by stone flags and the entire 

interior stonework cleaned and the main doors were stripped of their many 

layers of paint and varnish154. 

 

4.4.17 Separate but carried out at the same time, the chancel roof was "renewed 

and re-tiled, the old stone tiles being used as far as possible"155. 

 

4.4.18 The Church was reopened on Tuesday 22nd February 1898156. 

 

4.4.19 No further record of significant work to the tower is documented until 1968 

when work was done to "cut out decayed vertical stone member to both 

pinnacles (surmounting angle buttresses) and replace157. 

 

4.4.20 In July 1974 the timbers to the bell trap were replaced158. 
 

4.4.21 September 1979 the steeple on the tower roof was re-leaded159. 

 

4.4.22 Repairs were made to the flooring and ceiling of the tower when the clock 

weights broke free and crashed to the floor due to metal fatigue160. 

 

4.4.23 In May 2002 the 15th century west doors were removed to have work 

undertaken on them by Messers Gaigers. New hinges were fitted to the doors 

and new pins placed in the masonry and made good at a cost of £2,899161. 

The doors with their repairs clearly visible are shown in figure 31. 

4.5 The Nave and Aisles 

 

4.5.1 While there is no visible evidence of this today, the Nave and aisles of St Mary's 

would, before the reformation, have been much more cluttered than they 

currently appear.  There were at least three chantry chapels162,  two probably 

at the east end of both aisles, the third in another location in one of the aisles. 

 

4.5.2 The most significant change came with Edward VI's reformation, and in 1550 

there is expenditure "It. Pd. For their labor at the plucking down of the Alters, 

and for meat and drink xiiijd" and "Pd. For their labor at taking down of the 

side Alter xijd"163. The chantries had been dissolved by acts of Henry VIII and 

Edward VI and the "…custodie of the goods committed to John Blanford and 

Jame Travers…"164. A well as the removal of the chantries and alters, the rood 

screen would have been removed, the wall paintings whitewashed and the 

scriptures painted on the walls. 

 

4.5.3 Queen Mary's counter- reformation saw much of the "ancient furniture, 
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ornaments and vestments of the church"165 return, and work to return the 

church to its former self was undertaken throughout her reign. In 1554 the 

organ loft was re-instated166 and in 1555 money is paid for defacing the 

scriptures on the walls and the ten commandments as well as for the re- 

erection of the alter and the roodloft and for making Mary and Joseph167. In 

1557 Two further alters were re-installed and and item "for tymber to make the 

pyctors stand standeth by the Rode named Mary and John ijs"168. 

 

4.5.4 Evidence uncovered by Edward Kite in July 1854 when the whitewash was 

removed from the walls gives a glimpse of the kind of wall painting that 

would once have covered the church. He attributed the paintings to Mary's 

counter reformation as there were older paintings below. The text of his 

description is reproduced below and two illustrations he made are 

reproduced as figures 32 
& 33. 

 

"The removal of the whitewash from the walls of the nave in July 1854, brought 

to light the remains of a series of figures, in bold black outline; the positions of 

which were as follows:- In the space immediately above the third pier from the 

east, on the north wall, was represented the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary, who appeared in a flowing robe, her entire body surrounded by the 

glory or aureola, and ascending through the air attended by angels. This was 

immediately opposite the doorway of the south porch, so as to meet the eye 

on entering the church.  On the same wall, and in the corresponding space 

above the next pier, towards the east, was represented the legend of St. 

Christopher.  A great proportion of the figure of the saint was removed with 

the whitewash.  He was, according to the usual custom, represented as 

fording a river, bearing on his shoulder the Infant Saviour, and steadying his 

steps with a huge staff.  On his head (which was turned as in the attitude of 

addressing the Holy Child) was a covering of ermine resembling a turban. The 

Saviour was represented in a dress of orange colour, the fold shaded with red 

and black, with long flowing hair, and a mild placid countenance; the head 

was encircled by a nimbus of a circular form, the right hand upraised, and in 

the left an orb surmounted by a cross.  Near the above, on the wall between 

the first and second windows of the clerestory, was a third painting, the subject 

of which was not easy to be recognised. It had evidently been the 

background to a figure that was removed with the whitewash, and consisted 

of a turreted castle, drawn in outline; and above the battlements two 

crowned heads, apparently of a king and queen, gazing upon the scene that 

occupied the foreground.  On the south wall of the nave above the arcade 

were some feint traces of inscriptions, in black letter, on scrolls, but 

unfortunately so little was visible that none of the words could be 

distinguished.  On the north and south walls, immediately under the cornice 

of the roof, was an ornament somewhat resembling a series of Tudor 

flowers inverted [figure 33a]. Traces of colour were also found on some of the 

corbel- heads supporting the roof, on the mouldings of the pier-arches and 

on the shafts, &c. of the canopies on either side of the chancel arch. On 

the wall above the latter (the place usually selected for the 

representation of the Great Doom) sufficient remnants of colour were left 

to show that a large painting had once been there also. Under these 

paintings (which were probably of Queen Mary's time) were found traces of 

older frescoes of superior execution and richer colouring. These may have 

been of about A.D. 1436, soon after the nave was rebuilt; and destroyed at 

the Reformation169." 

 

4.5.5 These attempts to rebuild the 'old' church were soon cast aside again forever 

with the coronation of Elizabeth with this time the furniture and accoutrements 
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being sold. In 1561 the rood loft was removed once more and the church 

white limed in preparation for the visit of the commissioners170, and in 1569 

money was paid "to the painters [poullars] for writing the x commandments on 

the church wall xvs"171. 

 

4.5.6 The resources of this study have not permitted a full search of the period 1501- 

1633 after which the next significant change appears to have been in 1619. It 

would appear that at this time the seats (or at least a significant proportion) 

were renewed, with "It. Recd. of those that do sit in the seats that are newly 

built and new planked ijli viijs (these new seats had been shortly before 

erected at the cost of £27)"172. These were probably the box pews that 

survived until the 1854 restoration, a small glimpse of which can be seen in the 

watercolour by Nash dated 1809 figure 34 and their layout is shown in a 

pre- 1 854 plan (figure 35). 

 

4.5.7 In 1624 it would appear that many of the pinnacles on the nave roof were in a 

dangerous state as Ambrose Zealy was paid "for horse hire to see the pinacles 

of the Church viijd" presumably his travel to inspect them, and then "for 

working the pinacles in part payment ijil ijs"173. The substantial amount paid 

suggests that almost all may have been replaced, given that in 1637 6s 2d 

was paid for the "setting up" one pinnacle next to the tower on the south side 

of the church174. Then again the following year payment was made for 

"mending of two pinnacles on the north side of the church" and "for making 

cramps for the pinnacles"175. 

 

4.5.8 By 1633 we know that the church was paved as money is paid to John 

Bennett, a mason, for "amending the paving of the church and making troo 

the steps in front of the west door"176. 

 
 

4.5.9 Although no significant damage seems to have been done to the church 

during the civil war there are accounts for the cleaning of the church after the 

soldiers were gone, which shows that they must have occupied the building 

for at least some time177. 

 

4.5.10 It would not be until 1685 that any attributable work was done again on the 

Nave, with the old ten commandments (painted probably above the chancel 

arch), repaired by the painter for 5 shillings178. 

 

4.5.11 Perhaps the greatest amount of change since the Elizabethan reformation 

occurred in 1706 when a new gallery was inserted. A plan attached to the 

1854 faculty (figure 35) shows the layout of the galleries before the alterations. 

It seems most likely that the 1697 gallery only occupied the space underneath 

the tower and that this new gallery saw the expansion to that shown in the 

plan extending it out to the first arcade in the nave and in the two bays over 

the south door. We know that the underside of the new gallery covered 45 

yards (probably square yards) as Daniel Cutting was paid for "seiling the new 

gallery, 45 yards at 10s a yard"179. For the creation of this new gallery the 

builder, Ambrose Zealy (jnr) was paid £25. There were also a number of other 

payments for connected work and items such as locks and keys and beer for 

workers180. 
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4.5.12 During 1724-5 385 new quarells (squares) of glass were bought by the 

churchwardens181 but is unclear as to whether these were for the church or 

not.  As the 18th century progressed more and more expenditure was being 

made on church property, especially for the workhouse. 

 

4.5.13 In 1727 John Gamble was paid "for writing the lords prayer creed and ten 

commandments & other work at the church £2 7s 6d" 

 

4.5.14 Over the remaining part of the 18th  century there is reasonable expenditure, 

made year on year, some years significant amounts, for instance a payment 

of £32 19s 6d to J Lacey for his "bill on Church" in 1794, for work carried out 'at 

the church' but no specifics are given.  Without a significant amount of work, 

which is outside the remit of this study, it will not be possible to even identify 

the trades to which this money was going. 

 

4.5.15 By the beginning of the 19th century we know that there were curtains in the 

church as we have expenditure on 19th September 1805 for "Dying church 

curtains 4s"182. Various receipts from the 1830's and 40's183 refer to blinds in 

both the clerestory and chancel and a photograph (figure 36) of the third 

quarter of the 19th century shows roman blinds on the south side of the 

clerestory and the south aisle. 

 

4.5.16 It cannot be escaped that substantial work must have been undertaken on 

the nave and aisles during the renovations of 1806 (previously mentioned in 

4.4.8) but we cannot know what it was. 

 

4.5.17 From 1824 a run of receipts give us a much better idea of work undertaken at 

the church.  The first significant work on the nave and aisles that these record 

is on and around the 22nd September 1825 when William Webb Lenard 

(plumber) laid a large new section of lead which cost nearly £20 including 

labour184. In 1826, from May 18th-21st, William Ellen and his son repaired the 

paving in the church185 a nd the same year William Webb Lenard (plumber) 

carried out £15 13s 10d worth of work on the leads. 

 

4.5.18 There is a break in significant works until 1832, when the font was repaired by 

William Wilbee on July 27th186. Through the year William Ellen the Sexton 

coloured [painted] the windows (presumably the stonework) inside and out, 

repaired the paving and at least two of the pinnacles as well as putting "black 

and colour round mongrame" (presumably that of William Smyth under the 

statue of the virgin)187. 

 

4.5.19 In 1833 we have the first mention of the charity boards. In the photograph of 

the third quarter 19th century (figure 36) they are mounted either side of the 

royal coat of arms above the chancel arch and in the 1841 inventory are 

listed as "2 tablets of Benefaction" located in the body of the church188.  The 

receipt is for the purpose of making three fair copies of the "tablets relating to 

charitable purposes … for the rector to lay before the commissioners at the 

Bear inn"189. At the time of writing one of these boards is located in the south 

porch, on its side, used as the parish notice board, but the location of the 

other is unknown. 

 

4.5.20 In a vestry of October 25th 1833 it was resolved: 
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"That it is the opinion of this vestry that it would be an improper application of 

the Parish Funds to expend any portion of them in the proposed scheme of 

heating St, Mary's church with hot air and that if the plan be carried into 

execution it should be done by voluntary contribution"190. 

 

It seems that this scheme was not put into action until the 1854 restoration. 

However the stove, located in the centre of the nave (see figure 35), seems to 

have blown hot air into the surrounding space as in January 1840 there is 

expenditure on a new blower for the stove191. 

 

4.5.21 The next major alteration was the insertion of the two ornamental canopied 

niches which flank the chancel arch (figure 37). They were crafted by William 

Ellen and put in place over a period of 6 months. The first was carved and put 

in place from August 31st to 9th September 1835 the second from 8th to 14th 

February 1836192.  At the very beginning of this particular receipt is an item for 

"taking out stone of Neiches & mending & colouring do…"193 which might 

suggest that his new niches replaced some already there, however it seems 

more likely that this related to the following work listed in the chancel. 

 

4.5.22 Six years later in 1842 Thomas Hull carried out the renewal of 75 feet of 

stonework to the "Church Walls" using Atworth peaven stone which took over 

a month of man days through December and was completed using ash 

mortar194. 

 

4.5.23 The last voucher for significant work in the Nave and Aisles is in 1845 for large 

amounts of wood for the gallery and labour for its fitting.  Nearly 300ft of deal, 

90 ft of inch deal board, 52 ft of elm board, 28ft of deal joist and 6 ft of Elm 

joist, plus 7lb of nails, 200 clasps and other sundries. This must have been a 

substantial piece of work as it took 3 ½ days with 2 men and 5 lads195. 
 

 

4.5.24 The major refurbishment of 1854 completely transformed the church. 

The description of the works by the architect is transcribed below and the plan 

can be seen figure 38. 

 

Proposed works to the Church of St. Mary Devizes 
 

To take down all the present galleries pews and seats and remove the flooring 
and paving. To clear out the earth within the church for ventilation under 
floors and for new paving. To form air channels. To alter and repair vaults or 
other works disturbed with brickwork in cement.  To remove and refix such 
monument or stones as may be necessary.  To make good foundations 
when exposed with brick or stone in cement. To lay new floors of 1 deal on fir 
joists with oak curb and new paving of Hawkam stone with stone steps. To 
provide entire new seating using the old oak pewing for the backs, new oak 
pulpit and reading desk with the old lectern refixed to do. To refix the stove. To 
build an organ gallery in the western tower. To build a new vestry attached 
to and opening from the Chancel the walls ashlared to match the old. The 
roof of Oak wrought and covered with lead. Generally to renew or repair the 
plastering masonry glazing and other defective works. The whole to be 
executed with the best materials and workmanship to the satisfaction of the 

Architect. W Carpenter, Architect196. 
 

The total cost of the works was estimated at £628, of which £300 was raised 

through private donations, £105 provided by the Feeoffes and the "remainder 

confidently expected will be obtained from grants from the incorporated and 
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diocesan Church Building Societies and by further voluntary subscriptions"197. 

 

It is reported by Pugh that at least five blocked aisle windows and nine of the 

ten in the clerestory were, opened as part of the restoration, information it 

would appear was gained from examination of the Buckler drawings now 

in the British Library198. However this seems most unlikely and it is possible that 

Buckler had painted the scenes when the blinds were down, thus making it 

seem as if the windows were blocked. 

 

The plan showing the proposed arrangement of the church after the 

restoration (figure 38) shows the font (which was originally on the south side of 

the nave at the west end) in the position it occupies now.  However it was for 

a time placed as described in 4.5.26 below. 

 

4.5.25 In 1877 the Rev. Hart-Burgess undertook a programme of significant change.  

Unfortunately the faculties for this work do not exist but evidence has been 

pieced together from several sources.  Perhaps most dramatically he moved 

the organ from its position on a balcony under the tower to the eastern end of 

the north aisle199.  Evidence from two 19th century photographs suggests that 

gas light was installed during this work200.  Three burners were mounted on 

cross shaped ornamental standards, with one standard placed under each of 

the nave arcades201.  The same standards were installed in St. John's probably 

at the same time202.  Other work included the removal of the lath and plaster 

from the ceiling of the nave (and probably the aisles too) and the removal of 

the plaster from over the chancel arch, revealing the rood loft door203.  Dr 

Burgess "ventured to colour a little" the paterae on the tie beams204 and it 

would seem that he was probably responsible for the red painted decoration 

of Marian emblems such as the Fleur-de-lys around the chancel arch and 

niches as well (figure 37).  Previously the aisles (in the nave) were carpeted205 

which would have covered the heating grates in the crossing.  The other 

change was probably the installation of the choir vestry (figure 39) at the west 

end of the south aisle.  Although there is no direct evidence for this addition 

happening at this time, by 1880 the church is only reported to have seats for 

400206 whereas the original 1854 plan seated 612. This suggests that the 205 

children's seats were removed under the tower and where the choir vestry 

now stands. 

 

4.5.26 It would also seem likely that the original 15th century font (see figure 36), 

which had survived the 1854 restoration, did not survive Dr Burgess and that 

the present font is of this date (1877).  The previous font stood on the southern 

side of the north aisle on the western side of the crossing. Of what can be 

seen, it was octagonal in shape and had a richly carved band around the 

top and was surmounted by a highly ornamented wooden font cover207. 

 

4.5.27 The coat of arms now in place over the chancel arch was removed 

from that position, probably also by Dr Burgess, and in 1939 was hanging 

above the gallery in the corn exchange208. Although it seems to have been 

first suggested in a PCC meeting of 1st June 1922 that the arms be returned to 

the church209, they were not returned until 24th September 1950 at which 
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point they were stored in the tower210 and finally restored to their rightful 

place in 1963211. 

 

4.5.28 1908 was another significant year. G.N. Hayden of Trowbridge were 

instructed, in January, for the "Removal of Old Hot air Heating apparatus & 

Installation of new ditto at St. Mary's Church as p[e]r Estimate" which cost the 

church £49 10s 0d. Extra outside excavation and masonry was also 

required212.212 In April the same year Mr J. Stone was paid for "Removing 

pulpit to So' side of Chancel arch.." for which new steps, "handrails and 

standards etc". were required at a total cost of £10 11s 8d213. 

 

4.5.29 this new heating was in turn followed in September 1912 by new lighting. 

"Walters a/c Substituting the Skidmore brass Standards under the arcading of 

nave by iron gas brackets upon the shafts as by contract …" at the cost of £20 

17s 6d214. 
 

4.5.30 On October 11th 1923 it was reported that the roof of the church was in a 

dangerous condition. It would appear that it had been known for some time 

that the nave roof was in urgent need of attention as in February 1921 a reply 

was received from the Ecclesiastical commissioners informing the PCC that 

they had been awarded a grant for the repair work215.  It was initially thought 

that the works should cost approximately £600216 but it was not until 1923 that 

enough money was available to carry out the work.  Not until the lead was 

stripped was the full gravity of the problems properly understood. It was found 

that the ends of the tie beam were rotted to such an extent that they no 

longer rested on the walls but merely on the curved braces that ran up from 

the corbels.  Steel girders were inserted, resting on the clerestory window sills, 

and close board staging erected to allow services to carry on while the work 

was undertaken.  Closer examination showed that "the ends of the beams 

had been strengthened by fish plates formed of elm bolted through the solid 

parts of the beams, and the roof had been mended up in various places with 

iron bolts and straps, and deal had been introduced in the cornices.  The two 

end bays, east and west, retain the original arrangement of having 

intermediate rafters supported by angels at the cornice level and with 

pendants at the intersection of the purloins and rafters, but the other three 

bays have had this feature removed and new purloins and wall plates 

inserted, probably at the same time as the elm plates were added to the tie 

beams"217. In a series of meetings of the Building Sub-committee held over a 

short space of time in July 1923 Sir Harold Breakspear outlined the seriousness 

of the problems. It was resolved on Wednesday 25th July to apply to the 

charity commissioners to raise £2,000 on the income of the Poorlands charity 

to pay for the repairs218. As part of this major project work was also carried out 

on the tower roof and North and South Aisles and by 26th August 1924 the cost 

of the works to that date, including architects fees was £3,000219.   Toward the 

end of the works the Nave and Aisle interior stonework was cleaned and a 

service of dedication was arranged220 and took place in October. 

 

4.5.31 On 12th January 1930 6 pinnacles were lost in the great gale, further 

information of which can be found in the Gazette for 16th January 1930221. 

 

4.5.32 By 1927 the heating system, installed only 21 years previously was inoperative 

and required significant repair if not replacement, but the church was still 
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attempting to recover from the enormous outlay on the nave roof repairs, so 

only   minimal   repairs   were   sanctioned222. The situation had clearly 

deteriorated by 1931 as proposals were put forward to install a new heating 

system and a proposal for a combined hot air and hot water system to be 

installed by G N Hayden & co at a cost of £199 was approved223.  A faculty 

was granted on 5th August 1931224 and the work completed by 15th March 

1932 at a total cost of £334 3s 9d225.    A plan showing the positions of radiators 

&c is reproduced in figure 40. 

 

4.5.33 in July 1931 repairs had to be made to the organ after fungus in the floor had 

spread into it damaging some of the pipes226.  Repairs to the floor in the north 

aisle totalling £103, probably a consequence of the same infestation, were 

then made in August 1932227. 

 

4.5.34 The next major piece of work to be undertaken was that on the replacement 

of stonework and iron work on the north aisle windows, the worst effected was 

the west end window which required the replacement of a substantial 

amount of its iron work. In total the work, which ran over a year from April 

1937 - April 1938, cost £500228. 

 

4.5.35 The war bought two significant changes to the nave. Firstly the installation of 

blackout curtains in 1940229, which were finally removed in January 1948230, 

and the removal, in 1942, of the pews at the east end of the south aisle to 

create space for the Sunday School231. 

 

4.5.36 As part of work carried out on the eastern wall of the chancel (4.6.21) the 

backs of the chancel arch niches were renovated232. 

 

4.5.37 In September 1948 a scheme was presented for the installation of electric 

light. It was proposed to provide 10 lights and special reflectors in the nave, 

special lights for the organist, 2 floodlights in the chancel, 2 floodlights in the 

sanctuary, 1 light in the rectors vestry, 1 in the porch and one at the entrance 

of the tower233. It was also decided to install two lights for the stoke hole (boiler 

house) while the work was being undertaken at an extra cost of £7234.234 

Further changes to the specification were made in a special meeting of the 

PCC which led to the electrification of the tower and the removal of the pillar 

mounted gas fittings. In total the work came to £170 18s 8d235. 

 

4.5.38 17th February 1949 the architect Sidney Elgar visited the church after some 

death watch beetle grubs were found in the back of a pew. After careful 

consideration he came to the conclusion that "it is most unlikely that the 

Death Watch beetle has obtained a hold on your church" and that "the 

beetle found was the result of a chance deposit of eggs by a beetle coming 

from outside"236. 

 

4.5.39 In 1966 the heating was altered again by G. Applegate and sons at  an 

estimated cost of £1,146, this time the boiler was replaced, for a totally hot 

water system, to be run on oil, not solid fuel, with an oil tank located in the 

churchyard.  Additional radiators were installed and some of those existing 
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from 1932 were enlarged (the new layout can be seen in plan figure 41)237. 

The faculty was granted on 7th July 1966. 

 

4.5.40 Quinquennial inspections of the fabric were instituted in 1962 and as a result of 

the second survey in 1967 in November the following year a number of repairs 

were made. The stonework under the sills of the windows of the North aisle 

was re-pointed as well as the buttress bases. Of more significance was the 

work on the south aisle, with renewal of some of the moulded stone above the 

plinth and also the removal and renewing of stone in the SW & SE buttresses. 

One of the window mullions on the west (aisle) window was also cut down 

and repaired with new stone238. 

 

4.5.41 A faculty for the re-wiring of the church was granted in 1988 and this is the 

systems in place at time of writing239. 

 

4.5.42 In 1990/1 one of the tower pinnacles fell in a storm through roof and 

embedded itself in the nave floor240. 

 

4.5.43 It was the roof again which would call for major renovation work in 2006. 

Death watch beetle had taken hold and significant work was undertaken to 

fumigate the entire roof (the work expected to be completed by 15th May)241. 

A number of timbers had to be replaced in oak and were stained to match 

the existing242.  There had been problems with the roof leaking for at least the 

past decade and so the lead over the south side of the roof was replaced. 

 

4.6 The Chancel 

 

4.5.44 The first mention of significant works in the chancel found as part of this 

study occur in 1637 when Ambrose Zealy was paid £1 15s for "tymber and 

workmen about making the rails for the communion table"243.  The Visitation 

articles of this time require the communion table to be "enclosed and ranged 

about with a rail of joiners' and turners' work close enough to keep out dogs 

from going in"244. Before the reformation this would not have been 

necessary, as the rood screen would have performed this function. 

 

4.6.1 What is clear though is that perhaps slightly earlier in the 17th century the 

collared 13th century roof of the chancel was replaced with the present collar 

and tie beam truss (figure 42), though the skinny diagonal struts are a later 

insertion possibly inserted in 1695 (see 4.6.3)245. 

 

4.6.2 The only other mention of work before the end of the century in the chancel is 

from 1685 when there is the entry "pd the painter 25s for mending and 

painting the frame in the chancel"246.  It is not evident from this, or later entries, 

what exactly this frame was, but it could be suggested that it was a reredos 

much like that which is pictured in the 1830's engraving of the interior of St. 

Johns (figure 43). 

 

4.6.3 From 1695 we begin to see items relating to the state and repair of the 

chancel structure at roughly 30 year intervals. That year Phillip Cadby was 

given 1s "in bear for supporting the beams in the chancell"247, and in 1705 2s 
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6d was paid to George Blauchard for "mending the Chancell"248. 

 

4.6.4 In between these items at the beginning of 1703 Ambrose Zealy jun was given 

£5 in part payment toward the "communion table rails and balisters"249, those 

of his father from 66 years earlier were probably seen as too chunky for the 

refined tastes of the new century. 

 

4.6.5 There is then a gap in known works which resume in 1724 with Thomas Powell 

paid for "work about the Chancell 9s", there is also an item paid to William 

Moor "for iron used about the church and Chancell 3s 3d" and "Spent with 

John Bell about the chancel 1s 8d"250. It seems probable that the iron 

mentioned here is the two iron ties (still present) that tie the north and south 

walls together. The water colour by Buckler from 1806 (figure 3) shows the 

eastern most tie in place and the pencil drawing by Prout from c.1810 (figure 

44) shows the western.  The following year repairs were clearly made to the 

stonework as William Powell is paid for "Freestone and works done about the 

Chancell 2519s" and "for bear for the workmen about the Chancell 5s 6d".251 

 

4.6.6 In October and November 1762 works were again undertaken to the 

chancel which appears to have been re-roofed.  On 24th October Richard 

Rutt's men were paid 15s 10d in beer for work "about the Chancel" and 

more beer was bought on the 29th 252. On 4th November the Carpenters and 

Tilers were paid in beer for work about the chancel 2s 5d, and in June the 

following year (1763) the churchwardens settle part of their total bill for the 

works. They paid (7th June) "William Tarrants Bill for Lime used about the 

Chancel £4 19s 1½d"253, the large figure suggests that they stripped the tiles 

from the roof and then relaid them. These tiles were not nailed in place but 

mortared and the undersides generally caulked with a skim of mortar thus 

the large amount of mortarrequired. Then ten days later they settled part of 

Richard Rutt's bill, £6 6s 0d 254,  the balance of £5 6s 8d paid to him on Feb 12th 

1765255. 

 

4.6.7 The substantial renovations of 1806 (costing £250 and upwards) must have 

involved work in the chancel but again no record of the works carried out 

survives. An order was made, of the vestry 2nd January 1807, to solicit the 

Feeofees to renew all of the leases of all the churches land and tenements 

(that could be renewed) so that the fines could be applied in part discharge 

of the debt. At the next vestry on 28th January, added pressure was also 

placed on the Feeoffes to sell the 99 year lease of a house the parish owned 

by public auction. This issue had been unresolved since at least March 1806 

as it would appear that the Feeoffes had sold the lease privately at far below 

its actual market value256.  The added urgency for a higher value sale must be 

linked with the need to settle their huge debt.  As a comparison £300 was the 

mortgage held on No. 8 Long Street in 1807257. 

 

4.6.8 In 1826 the matting in the chancel was repaired258, probably that which had 

been purchased 2 years previously from John Vaisey259, and two years later, in 

April, William Ellen repaired and replaced 4 feet 9 inches of paving in the 

chancel and the brick walk260. On June 12th 1830 the "oak frame in 

Chancel"261 is mentioned again but it is unknown what the payment was for in 
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relation to the frame, presumably some kind of repair or painting. There are 

also minor repairs to the tiles on the chancel roof by William Ellen in July 

1833262. 

 

4.6.9 We have already seen (4.5.21) that work was undertaken in 1835/6 by Wiliiam 

Ellen to insert the canopied niches either side of the chancel arch in the Nave, 

but as part of this scheme of work he also carried out major repairs on the 

chancel. There is an account for "Taking out stone of Neiches Mending & 

colouring do plaster mortar & Colour included" and "taking out wall in 

Chancell putting up again and plastering do."263   As the niches were plastered 

it seems unlikely that these were outside and were not located in the nave or 

tower so must have been in the chancel, possibly in the sanctuary area. 

Though we cannot directly tie in the dates of this work it seems sensible that 

items for time spent and large quantities of mortar, on the same bill, in 

November and December indicate when this work was undertaken.  That the 

work seems to have taken so long would suggest that the very substantial wall 

was possibly completely reconstructed. 

 

4.6.10 Whatever the final nature of the work done by William Ellen it does not 

seem to have solved the problems. Minor work was carried out "repairing 

inside by Chancel stone mortar plaster" on 27th May 1842264, and in 

February 1843 George Alexander was paid £5 5s 0d for "proceeding to 

Devizes and surveying the Chancel of St. Mary's Church, and reporting in the 

condition of the same"265.  The result of this inspection appears to be that 

from November 26th Thomas Hull was again employed to "Taken out and 

rebuilding up Cornerof the Chancel Walls and &c". This all took over 31 man 

days and required 61 feet of new stone266. 

 

4.6.11 This was not the end of the stone replacement work, the following year a 

different mason, John Harrison, was employed, his detailed estimate for the 

work survives and is reproduced below. 

 

"Estimate 

To cutting out and Repairing the Northeast corner buttress in the Chancel 

of Saint Mary's, Devizes where it has failed by weather three courses high 

and restoring the same with new stone, where required which will be nearly 

all, including drawing the two courses, between the 2 East Buttresses, and 

three when required, the stone between the buttresses will be refaced and 

sett in morter, the sloping basemen on the north side also to be restored and 

the length of the wall which is near the same be drawn and ???eth, where 

has non-faild the whole or nearly the whole will require new stone, Which is to 

be of the best Box stone ???? to stand the Weather, and the Whole to sett in 

Coal ash morter, to begin on the Monday morning and finished by 

Saturday night. For the sum of ix Pounds. Eighteen Shillings and six pence. 

John Harrison" 

 

This phase of his work appears to have been completed by 25th May 1844267. 

This work is immediately followed by further work to repair and replace 80 ft of 

the paving in various part of the church with Atworth Stone and the 

restoration of what appear to be the two niches on the west front. At the 

same time the east gable of the chancel was "well Pointed with Coal ash 

morter …".268 It is interesting to note that this work was undertaken at the same 

time that the east end of St. John's underwent major alterations. 

 

4.6.12 The restoration works begun in 1842 dramatically changed the look of the 

chancel which had probably, superficially, not been much altered in 150 or 
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more years. The large window in the east wall, probably blocked (as at St. 

John's) because of the reredos and of a similar in style to those in the north 

and south walls, was replaced by the present window in the normanesque 

style269 and the reredos removed. The original glass, which can be glimpsed in 

the third quarter 19th century photograph (figure 36), was described in a letter 

of 1906 as being "filled with trellis-work or lattice-work squares of glass with 

floreated work in pale brown to buff (ornamental green centre pieces) with 

blue border, rim of red with floral or foliage insertion & outer edge of blue & 

final edge of white"270. The other major change was the insertion of the new 

arcading across the east wall under the new window. In 1855 Kite describes it 

"The arcade on the east wall was carefully restored"271 however it seems clear 

that no original stone survives in this Victorian re-imagining which seems to 

have been based on the surviving portions of original arcading on the south 

wall (figure 45). During this work Kite notes that a piece of squared stone was 

recovered from the east wall which "consisted simply of a flower pattern, 

painted red, on a light ground" and which he suggests was a fragment of the 

original decoration of the church272. 

 

4.6.13 The 1854 restoration saw the addition of the vestry to the north side of the 

Chancel and the necessary blocking up of the lower section of the north east 

window. In all there are signs that there have been at least four doorways into 

the chancel, two on the south and two on the north. That (which can easily 

be seen today) on the south side east of the central buttress appears to have 

been closed as part of the 1854 works273 and is most probably of 15th century 

date. There have also been two entrances on the north side. That currently in 

use to access the vestry was cut in 1854, but as mentioned in 4.2.5a to the 

east side of the central buttress, a blocked doorway possibly lead to a 12th 

century vestry, demolished by the post-medieval period. 

 

4.6.14 We know that in 1841 the only furniture in the chancel was a mahogany 

communion table an oak vestry table and an abeal chest plus sundries274. 

After the 1854 re-pewing of the church these were complimented by two 

plain (probably oak) seats and liturgical desks for the clergy either side under 

the chancel arch. 

 

4.6.15 In 1875 the chancel was paved with tiles at the cost of Thomas Badger275 and 

it would also seem that the floor levels were changed. Certainly after the 1854 

restoration the floor seems to have been configured as shown in Carter's 

section drawing (figure 47), but by 1898 had been changed to the present 

configuration and the present communion rail inserted276. 

 

4.6.16 Until the organ was moved in 1877, from its position on a balcony under the 

tower, the choir seems to have always sung from the west end (see 4.10). 

However By 1898 there are simple, seemingly free standing, choir desks in the 

chancel277 which must have been installed when the organ was moved and 

planned for when the floor was remodelled. 

 

4.6.17 When the major works on the tower were in progress during 1897/8 the 

Chancel was also re-roofed with care taken to re-use as many of the original 

tiles as possible278. At the same time the second truss from the east, of the 17th 

century roof, was probably replaced in pine. 
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4.6.18 The gas standards which were installed in the Nave in 1877 (see 4.5.25) seem 

also to have been installed in the chancel as in 1901 there was expenditure on 

fitting new burners to them279. 

 

4.6.19 The stained glass in the small normanesque east window was replaced in 1906 

the gift of the Rev. Watson and his wife, the cost of which was estimated to be 
£45280, the original cartoon for which can be seen in (figure 48). 

 

4.6.20 In January 1911 the Devizes Gas Committee were paid 7s 7d for "fixing in 

chancel to radiators"281. 

 

4.6.21 The next significant change to the chancel was the insertion of the choir stalls 

and reading seats/desks which were granted a faculty on 17th July 1934 and 

were made to designs by Sir Harold Breakspear282 and manufactured by 

Downing and Rudman of  Chippenham283.     The  initial  proposition  for  their 

Installation was made in November 1930284 and in January the following year 

a choir stalls fund was initiated and a small committee formed285. 

 

4.6.22 At the PCC meeting of 28th October 1941 attention was drawn to the 

decayed state of the plaster on the east wall of the chancel. It was resolved 

that the plaster be removed and the arches recesses and stone work be 

pointed286.286 

 

4.6.23 1968 saw the need for a little re-pointing of the apex of the eastern gable and 

to the plinth of the north wall, but the most significant item was the cutting 

away of the tie beam of the western truss of the chancel roof and then the 

replacement of missing tiles287.287 

4.7 The South Porch 

 

4.7.1 The south porch clearly has several phases of construction and incorporates 

re-used decorative stonework. The inner order of ornamentation on the south 

wall archway is dated to the 13th century but above it the rest is re-used 12th 

century work. 

 

4.7.2 The earliest documentary source found as part of this study is an agreement of 

27th October 1612 between the churchwarden's and "Henrie Sweate of 

ffrome". 

 
It is agreed on the p'te and behalfe of the aforesaid Henrie Sweate that 
whereas the sayd Henry Sweate hath pformed a certaine peece of worke 
about amendinge and repayring of the Church Porch of St. Maries aforesayd 
that if there fall out to be any decay in his worke already pformed or in the 
upper parte of ye stone wale of ye same porch by reason of ye stone woorke 
onely before ye third day of May next followinge the day of ye date of these 
p'sent that then the sayd Henry Sweate is to repaire his woorke already donne 
and to pull downe ye stone wall vnto the battlement thereof and to sett itt 
upp att his owne cost and charge wth in one moneth after".288 

 

While Kite posited that this was when the upper part of the porch was 'rebuilt', 

in the present fashion, the description in the document would seem to suggest 

that it already existed in its current form288. A scar on the south elevation 
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shows that the porch originally had a simple sloped gable ended roof, 

though it is unclear whether or not this gable would have contained a 

window. The description clearly shows that the battlements (crenelations) 

were present at that time and so the addition of the stair turret and the 

battlements must have occurred before 1619. The 1619 work therefore 

seems most likely to have been to the stonework of a lower section of the 

walls which may have affected the stability of the upper parts thus the 

wording of the description. 

 

4.7.3 Whatever the configuration of the porch was, in 1638 Hugh Cooke was paid 

14s 4d for "tymber and sawing to build the Roofe of the Porch"289. This would 

also suggest that the upper section was not new in 1619. 

 

4.7.4 There is no further mention of work to the porch until the very end of the 19th 

century.  In the article about the tower repairs of 1897/8 the rector hoped to 

add to the rest of the works by "stripping off of the plaster from the walls of the 

interesting south porch" but is unknown as to whether this ever happened290. 

 

4.7.5 In the 20th century only two more repairs are recorded, the first in 1968 saw the 

stone step under the door to the turret renewed291 and in February 1996 

repairs were made to the roof lead by Blanchards292. 

 

4.7.6 This being said it would appear that at least until the mid 20th century the 

porch still retained its chamber over the entrance, now removed.  We know 

that the room was still functioning in the 1930’s as the timber from the old choir 

stalls was stored up there.  The blocking of the doorway to this now vanished 

room is of late 20th century date and as no record of the floor’s removal is 

noted in the PCC minutes up to 1952 it  would seem that this may have 

occurred in the late 1950’s or 60’s. 

 

4.8 The Clergy Vestry 

 

4.7.7 As has been stated above (4.6.13) the current clergy vestry was added as 

part of the 1854 restoration. 

 

4.7.8 In 1926 complaints were first made about dampness in the vestry293 and by 

1934 this seems to have led in part to the sinking of a section of the floor294. 

 

4.7.9 Repairs were made to the roof by Blanchards in 1996295. 

 

4.7.10 In October 2005 part of the floor of the vestry collapsed296 and was repaired 

beginning on 22nd May 2006 by Gaigers297. 

 

4.9 The Churchyard 

 

4.7.11 Up until the early 18th century no reference to the churchyard was found in 

the churchwarden’s accounts, presumably as there was little or no work done 

on its improvement. This however all changed and the 18th century saw 

significant changes made for the beautification of the churchyard. 

 

4.7.12 The first item in 1715 is for "Ploughing and seed and sewing the churchground 
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£1 4s 0d"298, and this may account in part for the absence of earlier memorial 

stones. It must be stated though that the churchyard is usually referred to as 

such and this may possibly be another piece of land. This was followed in 

1717/18 by "Pd for stone sand and labour and beere at levelling the fives 

place & other parts of the Churchyard £5 10s 8d"299 

 

4.7.13 It might be assumed that St. Mary's in the years up to 1400AD, when St. John's 

seems to have taken over as the main church, had a much larger churchyard 

than the rather irregular plot that now exists; and that like the large 

compound of St John's the town encroached upon it. This however is unlikely 

to be the case due to St. Mary's position in the town plan.  The eastern 

boundary of the churchyard marks the location of the town ditch, which now 

runs under Commercial Road. Indeed in 1727 there is a payment for the 

repair of the churchyard bank300. Map evidence would suggest that the 

western boundary probably did see some encroachment by the rear section 

of the castle Inn, the original boundary, probably marked by the rear of the 

courtyard as shown on the 1880 1st Edition Ordnance survey map (figure 49). 

Encroachment has probably also occurred on the northern boundary as well. 

Dore’s map 1759 (figure 50) and examination of current aerial photographs 

suggest that the churchyard’s original boundary was with the garden of 

Brownstone house. The cottages now at the north corner of the churchyard 

are named ‘Phipps Court’ on the 1880 OS map and this may suggest that they 

were built, and the land sold off, in the 1830’s when Mr Phipps was the Rector. 

The Southern boundary most likely remains unchanged. 

 

4.7.14 In 1724 payments began to be made to "Mr Styles [a gentleman from his title] 

two years Rent for the upper end of the churchyard 6d"301. By 1733 this piece 

of land was in the possession of Mr Gordon302 and in 1751 Mr Willey303 and in 

1771 had been transferred to Mr Sutton304. The last recorded entry for the 

payment of the rent on this piece of land is to Mrs Sutton in 1804, "7 years quit 

rent 1s 9d"305 and it may well be that the land was gifted to the church at that 

time though no record of this could be found. 

 

4.9.6 The import of sand and stones into the churchyard in 1731, at a cost of over £1 

6s for its transportation306 probably signified either the creation of new walks or 

the substantial rebuilding of those already existing.  By 1742 we know that at 

least one of the walks from the church door was fashioned from pitched 

stones307 and that more walks were completed in this fashion in 1743308 and it 

would seem that this may have been the case here. 

 

4.9.7 Throughout the proceeding years of the 1 8 t h century the churchyard 

continued to be maintained with sometimes significant amounts being paid 

for unspecified 'work done in the churchyard'.  There were also a number of 

items relating to the purchase and care of trees including the purchase of soil 

[probably night soil] for the trees309 and thorning and cutting310. 

 

4.9.8 Between 1750 and 1789 rent was paid to the Rector for the Churchyard. It 

may well be that this payment constituted part of his stipend much as Pew 
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rents would have.  In 1750 Mr Wells received 12s for one years rent311, which 

by the time the last payment is made in 1789 to Mrs Innes (wife of the rector 

who died that year) it had dropped to 10s for two years312. 

 

4.9.9 In 1750 the walks were improved again, but this time using gravel313 instead of 

pitching and the steps, possibly those leading to the west door, were built or 

repaired314. It may be that pitching was no longer considered fashionable as 

in 1761 John Powell was paid 2s for "pulling up the old pitching"315 and Uriah 

Aust was paid £17 7s 2d "for paving stones used in the Church yard"316 

 

4.9.10 1769 saw a small alteration to the southern entrance to the churchyard, 

brought about through, what appears to be a land swap as part of the 

expansion of the Castle Inn.  In exchange for taking a portion of the 

churchyard to expand the inn the church was given 4-5 feet of land on the 

opposite side of the entranceway enabled by the demolition of the house on 

that corner317. 

 

4.9.11 in June 1782 2 men four horses and a wagon were employed to bring loads of 

sand and stones, including one shipment of 8 tons 17 lbs of stones, into the 

churchyard at a total cost of £6 12s 8d318, presumably again to refashion the 

walks. Then in 1787 James Greenland was paid for "paving in Church and 

Church yard £7 18s 7½d319. 

 

4.9.12 Although the majority of the churchyard in the 18 th  century appears to have 

been surrounded by pales, and a wooden fence320, it would seem that there 

was also a wall, but it is unknown where it may have been located. In 1795 

James Greenlands was paid for its repair as well as "Halling and Mortar &c for 

Do £4 13s 4d"321, and in 1811 Mr Rebbeck was paid £15 "towards ye Church 

yard Wall"322. 

 

4.9.13 The pales in the churchyard had needed topping up with soil roughly every 20 

years, but the last repairs were made in 1820 by Thomas Milsom323.  Three years 

later in 1823 it seems that a wall was constructed along the boundary with 

what is now Commercial road and iron railings 324  were erected along 

the south eastern boundary creating the footpath which is still present. It 

began in April with the purchase by Mr Crocker of stone bought at the 

Burgess's sale for £1 3s 3d.  The wall was constructed through June beginning 

on the 12th when Mr R Hughes was paid £4 10s 8d for lime325 and then 

Messers Harrison and White were paid £13 18s for "coping to wall in 

Churchyard" on the 25th.326 The new fence was supplied by Mr White on 1st 

July for the princely sum of £50 10s 3d327.  Two years later William Kitchen 

was paid for "Painting done in the churchyard £4 18s 10d328 which must 

have been for painting the new railings. 
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4.9.14 Ten years after their installation the railings were complimented by a new set 

of gates, to the south entrance to the churchyard, supplied by Thomas White 

in July 1833.  "A pair of Ornamental Iron Gates for Church yard with Gothic 

Columns and arches wt 11c 2q 6lbs … £32 7s"329.  These are the present gates 
 

4.9.15 The constant changes to the churchyard in the 18th century, the importation 

and removal of soil and rubble, as well as the effects of the weather, seems to 

have resulted in a build-up of soil against the walls of the church on the north 

and east sides.  In October 1839 this was dug out and some of the graves 

were repaired at a cost of £7 10s 7d330.  This was followed in July the following 

year by three instances of men being paid to remove more earth from the 

churchyard331.  In a tour of the church given by Dr Burgess to the members of 

the British Archaeological Association in 1879 he stated "I am told by one of 

my churchwarden's that some years since foundations were discovered 

leading north-east across from the chancel to the buildings adjoining the 

churchyard which were considered to be either the site of an old church or 

chapel332. It would seem logical to assume that it may have been during this 

work that these 'foundations' were discovered (see also 4.2.5a). 

 

4.9.16 It is not until June 1910 that we have any further information on alterations to 

the churchyard, when W Hawkins was paid £2 15s for "levelling the N Side of 

Ch'yard"333.  This was followed the next year by a payment for "lowering 

levelling and trenching at SE Corner of Churchyard preparatory to sewing it 

with grass seed £1 19s 6d"334. and in 1912 Mrs Knighton's foreman was paid £1 

1s for "trenching and levelling NE corner of Churchyard and approaches to 

the church"335. This work was first proposed in 1904 as the churchyard was 

commented on as "not being in a desirable condition", but there seems to 

have been both financial and legal restrictions which had to be resolved 

before the work could be undertaken336. 

 

4.9.17 By 1929 the commercial road wall had clearly become unstable and was in 

need of "immediate attention". Tenders were put out and the contract given 

to Mr G C Boyce at £12 8s 6d337.  This is probably the current wall. 

 

4.9.18 1939 The path from the west door to New Park Street was re-laid, using the 

existing stones and the narrow path leading from the south to west doors was 

re-laid and widened to 4 feet338. 

 

4.9.19 In 1941 a request was received from the Ministry of Supply for the Church to 

give up its railings, but the PCC considered that they could not be done 

without.  Their reason was that "In the locality in which the church is situated it 

is impossible to dispense with this form of protection especially in the view of 

the fact that each year Statutory Cattle fairs are held in the thoroughfare 

outside the church and large numbers of cattle are wandering about 

loose"339. 

 

4.9.20 Unfortunately it would appear that the PCC lost their battle with the ministry 

and had to surrender their railings, but thankfully managed to retain their 

gates. It would not be until August 1948 that a replacement for the fence 
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would be purchased all be it a rather inferior replacement. Due  to the 

shortage of materials in the post war period the railings were replaced by a 

chain link fence supported by angle iron posts (which is still in place at the 

date or writing). The fence was supplied by H.J. Sainsbury for £59 10s 0d340. 

 

4.9.21 The last change of any significance was the removal in 1968 of the 

corrugated iron shed which was erected at the north east corner of the 

chancel. 

4.10 Music at St. Mary's 

 

4.10.1 Although the present organ was only installed in 1854 this was not first organ to 

have been housed in St. Mary's. The early churchwarden's accounts show us 

that there was an organ in place by 1500 and it must have been installed 

some time before this. The account is for "itm For mending the Organs viiijd"341. 

In 1529 the bellows were repaired at the cost of 1d342 and there is an 

expenditure of 14s in 1533, which states "pd For the Organs", given the amount 

of money expended it may be that either a new organ was bought or that it 

was substantially remodelled. 

 

4.10.2 With the reformation along with the removal of the rood screen and alters 

(4.5.2) the organ was taken out, but was replaced in 1554, in Mary's 

counterreformation, evidenced through an item reading "There is to be 

accounted for of old ix days work for George Tylar and his man at vijd the day 

for putting and making up of the organ loft Vs iijd"343. 

 

4.10.3 1561 heard the last music of an organ in St. Mary's for 293 years when it was 

dismantled and sold "It. Recd. For XXXX pound of the organ pypes and the 

copper at vjd the pound xxs"344 and "recd. of the bellow of the organist ijs"345.  

It seems most likely that this organ was positioned on or to the side of the rood 

screen. 

 

4.10.4 It is not until the end of the 18th century that we again have any indication of 

Music at St. Mary's. In 1798 6d is expended on "mending bas viol"346 which 

underwent significant repairs in 1833 with a new head and screws and repairs 

to its body by the sexton William Ellen347.  By 1841 this violincello and its bow 

were located in the gallery348.348 

 

4.10.5 In August 1803 we first see money being spent on "Candles for Singers 10s 

½d"349,   and  in  1807  the  first  money,  £2  2s,  is  accounted  for  paid  to  the 

singers350.  By June 1824 there were 6 boys singing in the choir351. 

 

4.10.6 With the 1854 restoration a new organ was installed, built by Sweetland & Co. 

of Bath and placed on a new balcony underneath the tower.  The organ’s 

builder William Sweetland has long been rumoured to have been a local, 

Devizes, man with close links to the church. However, although his birth (5th 

September 1822) was recorded at the Devizes Baptist Church352 he appears to 

have been born in North Bradley (just south of Trowbridge)353.  It seems, like 
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many other Baptists at that time, the Sweetlands travelled to Devizes for 

worship.  By 1841 William was resident in Trowbridge and this appears to have 

been the case when the organ was installed in St. Mary’s in 1854354. While the 

family did have links with Devizes, William’s brother Joseph was resident in the 

town, there is no evidence that he ever lived there.  It seems logical to assume 

that the choir stalls were also on this balcony as well as storage for their 

vestments as there is no provision for them in the 1854 plan (figure 38). 

 

4.10.7 The organ was moved to its present position at the east end of the north aisle 

in 1877 and the present choir vestry installed (see 4.5.25). 

 

4.10.8 1901 saw the choir placed into surplices for the first time the cost of their 

surplices defrayed by Mr Chandler who had suggested the scheme.  The 

scheme had not been put into place by the April vestry as "it was desired to 

have at least ten men, so as to have an average attendance of not less than 

eight.  A sufficient number of boys had already been trained"355. 

 

4.10.9 A faculty was granted in 1940 for the installation of an electric blower for the 

organ replacing the hand bellows which had been pumped every service 

since 1854356. 

 

4.10.10 At the 15th February 1950 PCC meeting it was resolved to pay the girl members 

of the choir, up to the age of 15, for the first time357. 

 

4.11.1 In the vestry meeting of 17th April 1906 detailed discussions were entered into 

over a scheme to separate the parish of St. Mary and St. John. This seems to 

have occurred for a number of different reasons. 

 

4.11.2 It appears that the large amounts of “the offerings of the parishioners and the 

gifts of those outside it” totalling nearly £1,000 had been spent on St. John’s 

and very little on St. Mary’s358.  This seems to have caused a certain amount of 

enmity especially on the part of Mr Llewellin one of the churchwardens who 

seems to have been a major proponent of the scheme. 

 

4.11.3 The formation of the ‘Church Branch of the St. Mary’s and Poorlands Trust’ 

(Poorlands) in 1902 (for the maintenance, repair and insurance of the church 

fabric and for churchyard maintenance)359 meant that St. Mary’s in 1906 had 

a yearly income from it of £209 11s 8d360 which continued to rise over the 

following years (projected as £294 in 1907).  This gave St. Mary’s a growing 

feeling of self-sufficiency and financial independence from St. John’s. 

 

4.11.4 Finally the Rector, despite having independent means, had clearly become 

fed up with the amount of work he had to do for St. Mary’s and the very small 

stipend that it brought in comparison with St. John’s.  This seems to have been 

brought to a head by the increasing income St. Mary’s was receiving from 

Poorlands of which he was not getting any.   At the April 13th  Vestry he is 

minuted as saying “now that the income of the church has increased he 

refused to any longer to work the parish for £44 11s, a year, which is all he 

receives for it; he would claim a proper payment from the Church and Poor 

lands’ Fund, which hitherto he had received nothing from, but which, if this 

scheme were vetoed, he did not intend to allow to accumulate for the 

benefit of his successor.”361  He clearly saw St. Mary’s as a burden and is 

quoted as saying at the previous St. John’s vestry meeting he wanted to “get 
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rid of”362 St. Mary’s, a comment printed in the Gazette and for which he had 

to explain himself at the following St. Mary’s vestry. 

 

4.11.5 The scheme proposed by the Rector would have seen a salary of £200 a year 

(the minimum the Bishop found acceptable) paid to a St Mary’s priest £160 of 

which would have been paid by Poorlands the remainder coming from pew 

and garden rents &c. They would also have had to raise c. £1500 to pay for a 

vicarage. Rev. Watson agreed to give £500 out of his own pocket toward this 

house. The scheme was accepted in principal by the vestry and was referred 

to a special commission appointed by the Bishop (and made up of 

Parishioners and the Rector)363. 

 

4.11.6 Despite the enthusiasm for the scheme from the Rector and St. Mary’s officers 

and parishioners and the positive outcome of the commission and the Bishops 

approval the scheme was killed by the “summary action of the Charity 

Commissioners in refusing to accept, or even consider, the recommendation 

of the Bishops commission”364. 

 

4.11.7 Although there seems to have been a general liking of J.G. Watson amongst 

the congregation at St. Mary’s (perhaps because of his evangelical leanings), 

with the benefit of hindsight and the comprehensive reporting of the minutes 

by the Gazette, despite his repeated protestations to the opposite, it could be 

suggested that Rev. Watson was seeking to feather his own nest. By the 

scheme he would by default become joint vicar of St. Mary’s and Rector of 

Devizes, until his appointment came to an end, and receive the £200 a year 

stipend. Although he threatened appropriate a subsidy to his stipend from 

Poorlands (which he had created in 1902 to allow the income in the trust to be 

paid to the Churchwardens and Rector instead of an independent feeofee) 

this was not possible without the support of the Rector’s Warden which he 

may not have had365. 

 

4.11.8 Although this was the end of this particular episode in this movement, the PCC 

Minute books chart the continual development of the saga, which rumbles on 

at least into the early 1950’s, with varying levels of enthusiasm. 
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5 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
 

It is abundantly clear that St. Mary’s is one of the most important medieval 

churches in the county366 with its combination of 12th and 15th century 

architecture.  While superficially it may seem a simple building of two phases, 

with some over enthusiastic Victorian ‘restoration’, this study has uncovered a 

wealth of clues that show a much more interesting and complicated history to 

the building. Constructed as the second of a pair of planned churches (with 

St. John’s) the 12th century chancel is a rare survival and provides important 

evidence for the early development and planning of the town of Devizes. 

 

Without archaeological evidence it is unlikely that we will ever be able to 

know the layout of the western part of the church.  It seems unlikely, given the 

lack of visible evidence, that there would have been a central tower and 

crossing (as at St. John’s), but it may be that there was an arcade and 

southern aisle as part of the original scheme, possibly even with a tower at the 

west end.  There is also the possibility that there may have been a 12th 

century vestry to the north of the chancel.  What is certain is that a very 

large proportion of the original 12th century church stonework was re-used in 

the 15th century, with almost the entire tower (except for the exterior facing 

stones) comprising 12th century block work. 

 

The 13th century then saw a substantial amount of work undertaken with the 

addition of the south porch, the possible addition of a north aisle, the raising of 

the chancel roof as well as possibly the creation of additional windows in the 

chancel. The discovery of the fossilised 13th century roof truss in the chancel 

loft was a fantastic and rare discovery. 

 

Then in the 14th century both aisles appear to have been rebuilt, although it 

may be that the south aisle was merely extended to the west by one bay, 

w ith this appearing to be the limit of the work in that century. 

 

The 15th century brings William Smyth and his scheme for the wholesale 

rebuilding of the western part of the church. It seems most likely that he was 

responsible for the nave works and most probably the tower.  The rest of the 

Parish perhaps paid for the renovation and crenellations of the north aisle with 

maybe John Coventry paying for the rebuilding of the south aisle and the 

renovations to the porch.  If the scheme of work was begun in the years 

immediately after William Smyth’s death in 1436 it seems that the final stage of 

the tower was not completed until the very end of the century meaning the 

whole probably took c.60 years to complete.  At the same time the chancel 

was given 5 new large identical windows.  Whatever the arrangements and 

phasing of these 15th century works by the end of them St. Mary’s was (and still 

is externally) a very impressive structure with its lofty tower and clerestoried 

nave surmounted with crocketted pinnacles and its rare 15th century statue of 

the virgin and child. 

 

The dawn of the 16th century brings the first regular documentation for the 

church, an exceptionally early set of Churchwarden’s accounts, which begin 

in 1499.  By this time a clock was installed in the church (as far as we know St. 

John’s did not have a clock until 1809) and the first ring of four bells were hung 

in the tower in 1500.  An organ was also in place, probably located on or next 

to the rood.  These accounts are particularly interesting for they chart the 

removal of the alters, rood and organ during the reformation. Further work on 

these hard to read documents, which was outside the ability of this study, 

would be most beneficial and help further elucidate changes that may have 

occurred in the 100 years from 1530-1630. 

 

In the early 17th century the chancel was probably re-roofed and the present 

roof trussing inserted.  The first communion rails were put in by Ambrose Zealy, 
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and the first west gallery under the tower was built as well the erection of the 

Box Pews and possibly a reredos in the chancel.  At the end of the century 

the west gallery was enlarged, spilling into the nave and the exterior door to 

the tower staircase was cut.  The clock was replaced in 1697/8 and possibly 

given its first dial on the west side of the tower. 

 

The beginning of the 18th century saw the addition of a new gallery in the 

south aisle presumably to cope with an expanding congregation and the end 

saw the addition of the leaded spire atop the tower. This was also a time 

when significant works were carried out to beautify the churchyard with 

several phases of levelling having occurred.  These are the only major 

works that are identifiable for that century. St. Mary’s opened its poor house in 

New Park Street at this time as well as expending money out of its accounts 

for the upkeep of poor housing in the town.  That combined with a lessening 

of detail in the accounts means that much work that probably occurred in 

this century to the fabric of the church is obscure. 

 

The 19th century saw a succession of ‘improvements’ to the building, perhaps 

the most dramatic in 300 years.  The century began with the obscure but 

highly expensive restoration of 1806 which appears to have placed the 

church in severe financial difficulties.  The work seems to have included the 

installation of gas and an internally lit clock face.  The chancel blind arcading 

was ‘carefully restored’ in 1842 and the present Normanesque east window 

inserted to replace that put in as part of the 15th century works. The most 

dramatic though was the 1854 restoration which swept away the Box pews 

and all the galleries, but saw the return of an organ to the church and a 

clergy vestry as well as the installation of a central heating system.  The 

century also saw the first stained glass in the church with the east window and 

then later the west in 1877.  The end of the century almost ended in the 

collapse of the tower. 

 

The 20th century began with the choir controversially being placed into 

surplices for the first time and a row explode over the desire for St. Mary’s to 

become an independent benefice with its own priest as well as an 

independent parish.  1923 saw the start of works by the renowned architect 

Sir Harold Breakspear to fix the roof of the nave, which was found to be in a 

very dangerous state, a set of repairs that in the end totalled over £2,000 

and placed the church in debt for decades.  The Second World War 

brought the closure of the church and fears that it would not open again 

but a legacy which paid for the first electric lighting in 1948. 

 

The 21st century began with the replacement of the Illuminated clock dials in 

2002, which had shone over the town for 160 years, replaced by the current 

Black and gold ones.  Finally in 2006 the nave roof was once again repaired, 

this time from the effects of death watch beetle and its south side re-leaded. 

 

This study was commissioned by the PCC of St. John’s and St. Mary’s as part of 

a wider piece of work to find a new community use for St. Mary’s whilst 

allowing it to be retained as a place of worship.  It is as thorough as can be 

expected given the resources available for its research, but is not exhaustive 

and from an academic point of view there is much further work that could be 

carried out to further our understanding of the building and its history. 

 

Falling congregation numbers over the past few decades have meant that St. 

Mary’s has been and is under threat of redundancy.  It would be a great 

shame if this fascinating building were to cease to be a place of worship and 

all that entails after nearly 900 years. 
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6.2 Wiltshire & Swindon record Office (WSRO) 

 

6.2.1 Parish Records 

 

632/170 Parish Magazine 1939-1986 

 

189/1 Accounts. Mainly Single documents for each year, include receipts from rent of 

church lands 1499-1633 

 

189/2 Account book 1633-1734 

 

189/3 Vouchers to Accounts 1824-1845 

 

189/4 Minute book [vestry], part only of a badly damaged volume 1808 

189/5 Minute book [vestry] 1833-1928 

189/33 Correspondence of churchwardens and overseers (178 documents) 1826- 

1839 

 

189/34 Six files of deeds of various properties mainly in Old Port, Devizes. 13th century - 

1467 

 

543/3 Accounts 1557 

 

543/4 Account book 1737-1768 

543/5 Account book, ..1768-1806 

543/6 Account 1772-1773 

543/7 Account book 1807-1859 

 

543/8 Account book, rough drafts 1868-1870 

1656/29 Account book … 1901-1923 

1656/30 Faculties 1915-1948 

 

1656/31 Architect's report on death watch beetle in the church 1949 

1656/36 Minute book [PCC] 1920-1931 

1656/37 Minute book [PCC] 1931-1942 

 

1656/38 Minute book [PCC] 1942-1952 

1656/39 Account book 1958-1971 

6.2.2 Diocesan Archive 

 

D1/61/8/15 Devizes St. Mary: To refit and restore church … 1854 

 

D1/61/42/9 Devizes St. Mary: to place stained glass window in east end of church 

1906 
 

D1/61/74/17 Devizes St. Mary: To install a heating apparatus … 1931 

D1/61/89/1 Devizes St. Mary: to install electric organ blower 1940 

D1/61/97/129 Devizes St. Mary: To install electric lighting … 1948 
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D1/61/119/11 Devizes St. Mary: Installation of new oil firing heating system 1966 

D1/61/139/185 Devizes St. Mary: re-wire electrical system …1988 

 

6.3 Parish office of St. John & St Mary, Devizes 

 

PoP (Parish office Pink folder) St. Mary's Fabric: History of repair work. 

PoG (Parish office Green folder) St. Mary's Notes. 

PoR (Parish office Red folder) St. Mary's Current files 2004- 

 

 

6.4 Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society Library (WANHS) 

 

DZSWS:1983.3358, William Stukeley’s Prospect of Devizes 
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7 APPENDIX 1 
 

7.1 Listing description St Mary’s Church EoI 434341 

 

DEVIZES 657/3/160 NEW PARK STREET 09-APR-54 (Northeast side) CHURCH OF ST MARY 

GV I Of Norman origin but rebuilt in Cl5 except for chancel, with west tower, aisles and 

nave. Tall and very fine west tower, diagonal buttresses decorated with buttress   

shafts and pinnacles in relief. Crowning pinnacles. Octagonal stair turret. Paired 2 light 

bell stage openings. 4 light Perpendicular west window with transom, niches flanking. 

Aisle and clerestory 3 light Perpendicular windows. Gargoyles and battlement cresting 

with pinnacles. Norman chancel with characteristic square stone blocks, flat buttresses 

and corbel table. East window Victorian but above on gable end of C15 body          

an original canopied niche with Cl5 statue of the Virgin. 2 storeyed crenellated     

south porch, the entrance with reused Norman zig zag bands up the arch. The interior 

of the chancel has 2 bay rib vaulting, fat roll mouldings, intersecting arches around 

walls, though only a fragment on the south wall is original. The C15 body of the church 

has a fine timber roof, low pitch over the nave with tie beams and tracery              

over. An inscription records the rebuilding of the church by William Smythe who died in 

1436. 5 bay arcades with octagonal piers, double hollow chamfered arches. Low 

paneled chancel arch. Tall arch to tower which has tierceron-star vault, bosses, large 

circular opening for bell ropes. The tower is a dominating feature of the street scene. 

 

7.2 Listing description West Gates EoI 434340 

 

1042 NEW PARK STREET (North East Side) Gates and Railings at northerly entrance to St 

Mary's Churchyard SU 0061 3a/160A II 2. Early C19 double gates and railings. Plain cast 

iron spike head rails, bevelled posts with caps, dog rails and cross bars. Stone plinth. For 

main entrance gates see under Main Entrance Gates to St Mary's Churchyard following 

Castle Hotel qv. 

 

7.3 Listing Description South Gates EoI 434343 

 

1. 1042 NEW PARK STREET (North East Side) Main Entrance Gates to St Mary's Churchyard 

SU 0061 3a/160B II 2. Gates adjoining return front of the Castle Hotel qv. Early Cl9 cast iron. 

Double centre gates and single side ones. Open square section piers with cross bars and 

rosettes. Plain rails and dog rails with pointed arched cross bars. Small overthrows to side 

gates. Spikes and finials of stepped pyramid pattern. 


